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Argentinean
Submarine
Missing since
Nov 15th
Large Scale Multi-National Search
As we go to press [a bit of a highfalutin term for the
creation of this PDF newsletter] a massive search is underway for the missing ARA San Juan and her
crew of forty-four, that includes Argentina’s first
female submarine officer, Eliana Maria
Krawczyk.
The San Juan was reported returning to base
south of Buenos Aires from stop in Ushuaia, near
the tip of South America, when communications
were lost. The search is being concentrated
around her last known position, about 230 miles
southeast of San Jorge Gulf.
In addition to its own contingent of ships and
aircraft, Argentina is being assisted by Britain,
Chile and the US, including NASA and Orion and
Poseidon aircraft with magnetometer and gravimeter equipment, with offers from numerous other
countries. Searching ships and aircraft are being
pummelled by strong winds and high seas.
The 220 foot, 2,300 ton TR-1700 submarine
was one of two built in Germany and commissioned in 1985.
The other four of an original order for six of
these four engine boats, rated at 25 knots submerged with a test
depth of +/- 1,000
feet, were to have
been built in Argentina but were never
completed.

replacement of engines, batteries and sonar in
2013.
She is equipped for Deep Submergence
Rescue Vehicle compatibility, and the USN is
flying two rescue systems to the area.
The SRC McCann is rated for 850 feet and
can bring up six at a time. It was designed during
WWII but is still in use today.

The San Juan,
completed a modernization refit, including
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The

newer,

Pressurized Rescue Module
(PRM) can bring up
16 personnel at a time
from 2,000 feet. It can
dock, by sealing over
a downed submarine’s
hatch even when it is
resting at a forty-five
degree angle, pitch
and/or roll.
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When preparing TheUpdate, the most important
function in the Publisher Program is ‘Undo’ which
shows on the toolbar as a
. TheUpdate‘s entire
staff agree with that assessment because it gets
used quite a bit. It is usually clicked right after uttering the phrase … “Oh, Sh… shoot!”
On the other hand, likely the most important
tools for the reader, are the page down arrow
and the scroll bar. The scroll bar is that little grey
square in the long white line on the right side of the
screen on which you can click and drag down past
the current page and as many pages as you’d like.
A third tool that accomplishes the same thing is the
wheel on your mouse, if it has one.
All of that is to say if you are not enjoying a particular article, skip it. If it really exasperates you,
send us a note with all of the details at theupdatecomplaintsdepartment@saocwest.ca so that we’ll
be aware and able to file your input appropriately.
On the other hand, if you find that you really enjoy an article or even a whole edition please send a
note to the editor at theupdate@saocwest.ca who
will inform the whole group at the next staff meeting.
Yes TheUpdate has of late gotten rather lengthy
and the content is basically at the whim of the Managing Editor, but if that is really frustrating, nominate
yourself for election as the next Managing Editor.
We can pretty well assure you that you will be able to
run unopposed and you will have free reign to hire
your own staff and pay them whatever you deem to
be appropriate as long as it doesn’t exceed the current guidelines. So remember, you have options.
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Planning is now
underway for our
Gathering of Submariners in Victoria in 2018 to
commemorate
the 50th anniversaries of the commissioning of
HMCS Okanagan

and HMCS Rainbow.
The event will take place in Victoria at the
Hotel Grand Pacific from November 2 -4, 2018.
This hotel was selected because it has excellent
facilities and successfully hosted our 100th Anniversary celebrations in 2014. It is also very conveniently located on the Victoria waterfront. In order to
secure this location, we had to change the dates of
the event from October 19 – 21 to November 2 – 4.
I apologize if this inconveniences anyone.
Thirty rooms are being held for us at this hotel at a
special rate of $139 per night. Further details on
the Gathering including application form and how
to book your hotel room will be promulgated in
early December.

West Pacific where she is contributing significantly
to Canada’s presence in the area. From all reports, the boat is doing an outstanding job. She
will remain in that area until next spring when she
will return to Esquimalt.
We have awarded Robyn Jutras an Honorary Membership in our Association for her outstanding effort in producing the March of the Dolphins. I shall be presenting Robyn with her membership certificate and special Association ball cap
in the presence of her Commanding Officer later
this month.
I welcome new member Commander (Ret’d)
Mitch Ewan to our Association. Mitch is a former
O Boat captain. Currently, he is the Hydrogen Systems Program Manager at the School of Ocean
and Earth Science and Technology in Honolulu,
Hawaii. Welcome aboard Mitch!
Please attend our November 29 meeting when
John Webber will brief us on the Battle of the Atlantic. Pizza will be served - see you there.

Our next social event will be our Christmas
Luncheon at the Four Mile Pub on Sunday, December 3 at 1 PM. This has always been a most
successful party. Kathy and I very much look forward to seeing everyone.
I am still concerned about the low numbers
attending our monthly meetings. On October 25,
we had only 12 members in attendance. Our next
meeting will be on November 29 when John Webber will be making another presentation. The subject this time will be The Battle of The Atlantic. I
thank John for his excellent work in adding these
presentations to our meetings. I hope to see a
good turnout.
HMCS Chicoutimi is currently deployed to the
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The Cover Story

The Winter 2017 Edition includes quite a mix of interesting articles, with titles such as, Mixed reality for submarine applications
(click), combining virtual reality with,
well, real reality is enhancing experiences and promises to take applications to places old duffers could
never have imagined.

Photo by Mark Turney
This photo was spotted on the
net and after a series of clicks the
source turned out to be The Annual
Undersea Warfare Magazine Photo
Contest for 2016.
The contest was established in
1999 and is co-sponsored by the Naval
Submarine League and the Director,
Submarine Warfare.

Titles also included: The coming
revolution in cognitive autonomous
undersea vehicles (click); The next
big thing in undersea warfare may be
micro (click); Driving R&D success in
a complex engineering environment (click); ANTX (Annual Naval
Technology Exercise) lowers barriers to the undersea domain (click);
and iLab opening boosts submarine innovation (click).

Photographer Mark Turney won
silver in this contest with his picture of
“The Coming Storm: USS West
Virginia (SSBN 736)”
The

Update contacted Mr. Turney
to ask permission to use his photo as
a cover for an upcoming issue, which
he gave. However, when we tried
following up to get more information
about him and the circumstance of
the photo he did not get back to us.

The iLab is an unclassified
space created by the Commander,
Submarine Force, U.S. Pacific
Fleet (CSP) to allow Submariners to
prototype virtual reality and augmented reality technologies to generate ideas for low-cost solutions to
fleet training and operational challenges.
The iLab's mission is to exploit and leverage commercial sector research and tools
from the computer gaming industry and cellular phone markets to explore the latest
technologies.

What made this photo interesting
for our purposes versus, say, the
first place winner of the USS Alexandria SSN-757 ‘Sunset in the Bahamas’
by SCPO(SS) Greg Forester (top picture in
the group on the right, which is a lovely
photo) is the metaphorical element to both
the photo itself as well as the titled given to
it by Mr. Turney, especially in these turbulent times in which we find ourselves living.
On his website Mr. Turney tells of how he
came to photography and now understands when
people talk about it as “… a calling that we
couldn’t imagine not doing.”

CSP Rear Adm. Frederick ‘Fritz’ J. Roegge,
commented at iLab’s opening:

The US Navy’s Undersea Warfare Magazine
on-line edition is most certainly worth checking out
(click) and bookmarking so you can return later.
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Given the
infatuation

that has been shown
in these pages for
boats that surface
with steep up angles,
this picture was just
bound to catch the editor’s eye that was
whizzing by looking for something else.
It took a second look to realize that something
was amiss. There wasn’t a shroud of water enveloping the bow. And if the water had already
drained back into the sea, why was the boat still at
that angle? By the time I got to the part about it
being taken at the submarine base in Idaho I was
double checking the source to see what satirical
site I had stumbled on.
Turns out that it was not satirical at all. Idaho
does indeed have a very active submarine base,
the USN’s Acoustic Research Detachment
based in Bayview, Idaho, on the southern end of
Idaho’s largest lake, Pend Oreille, which itself is
located on the northern panhandle.
Pictured is one of their ‘model’ submarines.
The word ‘model’ is used advisedly as the “Dolly
Varden” is a 60 foot ¼ scale functioning model of a
nuclear sub and but one of the fleet at the
base. One or two others exceed 100 feet
and can include propulsion systems rated at
6,000+ hp.

particulates in the water results in minimal reverberation and scattering. Its ambient sound level is
less than the ocean at Sea State Zero more than a
quarter of the time.
Additionally, all year round, below 300 feet
the lake's water temperature remains at 39.5 F0,
maximizing the repeatability of test results over
time. At eight miles long by three to six miles wide,
the testing volume is more than adequate and the
lake has very little if any boating activity at night
which when most of the testing is done.
Sophisticated arrays of hydrophones are strategically placed on the bottom, at various depths
and along the shoreline allowing new concepts and
ideas to be tested and adjustments to be made before release to fleet vessels.

While only the 38th largest at 43 miles
long and 148 square miles, at 1,100+ feet
over a 26 square mile area it ranks along
with Crater Lake, Lake Tahoe, Lake Chelan,
and Lake Superior as one of the five deepest
lakes in the United States.
It also has several other features that
enhance its appeal. It has a mud bottom
that is basically flat which seriously minimizes sound reflection and the low level of
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The lake does not have, as has occasionally
been rumored. a secret underground river running
400+ miles to the coast which allows for the transit
of full sized nuclear boats which some folks over
the decades have sworn they’ve seen.
Subs are not the only models tested at this
facility. They also test surface
ships and even have a model of
the new 600 foot $4 billion USS
Zumwalt (DDG 1000) guided
missile destroyers, the model
shown here in the lake with one
of the model subs and imposed,
showing its tumblehome hull.
DDG 1001, the Michael
Monsoor (Navy Seal, Medal of
Honor winner killed in Iraq) and
DDG 1002, the Lyndon B. Johnson are well into
their build cycle. More are expected to follow so
the Lake Pend Oreille model will most likely continue to be put through it’s paces as new technologies are developed and tested.
In its early days the Navy took steps to keep
the existence of the facility very low profile if not
top secret. Obviously with the amount of information and number of articles about it that passion
has ebbed some over time but, for example, a recent Commanding Officer had never heard of it until about a year before being formally posted.
The base started off as something else entirely. In the early spring of 1943 the decision was
made to create a new entry training facility at the
south end of the lake. By September there were
55,000 people living at the 4,000+ acre Farragut
Naval Station (the second largest in the world, after
its sister base on the Great Lakes near Chicago)
and making it, for a time, the largest town in Idaho.
Over the course of the remaining 30 months of
the war nearly 300,000 new sailors came

through its gates to be taught the basics, and, in
many cases, more advanced trade specific training
programs.
A couple of interesting elements to this part of
the story was the supply of a tailored uniform for
every recruit plus the unofficial drafting of a young
local owner of a photography
studio in Sandpoint to develop a
full fledged photography department that took 3x5 pictures of
every recruit in his new uniform
as well as group platoon photos.
Those platoon
photos are preserved and today
are at the Farragut State Park
Headquarters museum which
has more than 1,100 laminated
pages containing those platoon pictures displayed
at twenty-two podiums. Right through into the
1990s veterans were going back and thumbing
through to find their picture and reminisce.
The photographer was Ross Hall and his foresight brought a lot of pleasure to a lot of vets over
the decades. After the war but before they started
dismantling the base, Hall took a panoramic shot of
Farragut from nearby Bernard Peak. More than
eleven thousand copies were sold to sailors as
souvenirs.
The Canadian link to this story is the name of
the lake. The famous British born, Canadian surveyor and fur agent David Thompson, whose
name is all over the place in British Columbia, arrived at the lake in 1809 as an employee of the
North West Company. Depending on whose version of the history of the area you read it was either
Thompson himself or one of his French-Canadian
voyageurs who originally named it Pend d’ Orieille.
Over time the d’ has been dropped. A very loose
translation would ear hanging.
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‘Wounded Warrior’ games, a growing phenomenon around the world. In Prince Harry’s own
words:
“Time and time again, competitors from
around the world tell me that sport has
saved them; that the Invictus Games
have given them a new lease on life;
and that to represent their country

Credit where credit is due. While the 2017
Games, held in Toronto from September 23rd to
30th were a huge success by pretty well any measure, they were inspired by the 2013 Warrior Games
in Colorado, sponsored by the US Military, then in
their fourth year.
Prince Harry, inspired by
what he witnessed as a guest at
those games, took the lessons
home and by 2014 created and
hosted the first Invictus Games
in London.
And two years later he
hosted the second games in Orlando, Florida.
The 2017 Games attracted
550 Wounded Warriors from 17
nations and involved approximately 1,500 volunteers.
The attending countries in
alpha order were: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, France, Georgia, Germany, Iraq, Italy, Jordan, New Zealand, Netherlands, Romania,
Ukraine, United Kingdom and the United States.
Probably a lot to do with Prince Harry’s
amazing credibility among the competitors given
his on the ground military experience in Afghanistan and way he connects with them, individually
and as a group, has allowed the Games to grow in
size and media coverage every time they are held.
It also raises awareness for each country’s own

again with fellow comrades is something
they could only have dreamt of while
lying in hospital.”

The story of one of the Canadian Team’s cocaptains, Simon Mailloux (the
other was Natcha Dupuis) highlighted the courage and determination of all of these Warriors.
When an Afghani IED
stopped 24 year old Mailloux’s
tank in its tracks in November
2007, two soldiers and an interpreter were killed and a number
of others, including Simon were
wounded. In Simon’s case it
meant the loss of his left leg,
among other serious injuries, and
yet, in November 2009 he redeployed, becoming the first Canadian amputee to enter a war zone as a combatant.
He credits his wife, Kari Mariska Pries, with being a
partner in his recovery.
All 550 Warriors attending these games have
cringe inducing stories to tell. And yet, there they
were, the warrior spirit and huge smiles on full display.
In addition to celebrities, dignitaries (including
the US First Lady, Melania Trump), music stars,
the Parade of Nations, the national anthem sung
by the Tenors, the raising of the Games flag and a
cast of hundreds of performers, the opening
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ceremonies featured the Canadian Armed Forces
in what the Invictus committee called ‘stunning performances’.

When Governor General David Johnston welcomed the Prince to “our humble country”, he
replied, “It’s fantastic to be back. Always, a
pleasure to be in Canada, my home

The Invictus Committee stressed
that:

away from home.”
“The Games are about more than
just sport
turing

The Australian Committee is already
in full gear planning for the 2018 Games,
with eighteen nations already committed.

— they’re about cap-

hearts,

challenging

minds

and changing lives. Recognizing the

While the US Air Force will host the
US DOD 2018 Warrior Games in Colorado Springs
in June, TheUpdate is not able to find any mention
of a similar event in 2018 for Canada’s Wounded
Warriors. However Wound Warriors Canada is
quite active as can be seen on their website.

need for a comprehensive approach to
rehabilitation, by offering events beyond sport to help competitors find
motivation and not be defined by their
injuries.

Notable

activities

include

celebrations of culture, connection to

One of the celebrities who performed during
the opening ceremonies was Sarah McLachlan
who was accompanied by our own Naden Band.

employment opportunities, support for
friends and family members and educating the public about the sacrifices
of service members. There are also a
variety of cultural program events taking place that all are welcome to join
to support our wounded warriors.”

While in Toronto Prince Harry had a very busy
schedule that included a tour and meetings at the
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. He described the complex issue as one requiring a
“massive team effort,”

Though the original plan was to play a prerecorded version of ‘In Your Shoes’ at the opening
ceremonies, they actually performed it live. Your
editor was in the booth when they recorded the
planned Milli Vanilli version on June 20th, took a
break and then sat back down to record the newly
composed Dolphin March.
The band is an incredibly talented group of
musicians whose reputation continues to spread
with an increasing number of performance re-

The Toronto Sun reported that Harry listened
attentively, to staff discuss their work and anecdotes from patients who had sought treatment for
mental-health and addiction struggles at the facility
in downtown Toronto.
The prince stressed the importance of mentalhealth research and treatment — a topic he has
championed.
“There is no ‘silver bullet’ when it comes to
dealing with the problem”, he said.

Sarah McLachlan performs at the opening ceremonies accompanied
by the Naden Band. Photo by Cpl Jean-Roch Chabot, CFJIC via The Lookout
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E

arlier in the day that
SAOC East held their
June meeting, Ray Hunt
received a copy of the Dolphin March CD in the mail.
He took it to the meeting
and after playing it for those
members in attendance
made a motion that in recognition of the service Robyn Jutras had provided
to submariners by writing such a beautiful and inspiring march, she be made an Honorary Member.
The motion was seconded and, following due
process, Sylvain called out, “All those in favour?”
“Against?” “CARRIED!!!”
Actually Ray had originally proposed making
Robyn an Honorary Submariner because that is
what he would have done when he was a submarine CO. But that is not within our range of honours to bestow; that would have to come from the
submarine service itself.

head.
She continued, saying, “I’m so honoured that
you made me a part of the association. I understand the march is travelling quickly and getting
heard all over thanks to the association which of
course I think is really cool and appreciate the
‘airtime’ it’s getting!

She finished that note apologizing for not being able to attend the Christmas Luncheon, so
we’re now working on a plan ‘B’.
In a separate note to your editor, she remarked that she again found it very cool that the
CD cover is showing up on Google. Your editor
does too.
In due course Robyn will be presented with
this certificate.

In due course that same process was repeated at meetings of both Central and West,
thereby making, we believe, after attempts to verify, Robyn the first person to be voted an Honorary
Member by all three
Associations.
Our
President,
Lloyd
Barnes,
informed our young
composer
via
an
Robyn seen here with a certifiemail, inviting her to
cate received from the PPCLI,
honouring her for writing their
our Christmas Lunch2014 Centenary Fast March.
eon on the first Sunday in
December
where we’d hoped to present the certificate, making it official.
Robyn’s reply started with, “Thank you Mr.
Barnes!” We’re hoping that has not gone to his
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Hunley: Still Revealing Secrets

An 1863 painting of the H.L. Hunley by Conrad Wise Chapman

The USNHHCUAB, has finally released a
substantive report on the recovery of the
famous submarine.
I can hear a lot of you from various corners of
the land saying “The what?” The US Naval History and Heritage Command, Underwater Archaeology Branch, of course. But that is just too long
for a sub-title so they gave you an acronym to try to
pronounce.
In 2000, after five years of assessing the
Hunley in situ (you so rarely have an opportunity to use
that term) they finally, very carefully, brought the
nearly 150 year old relic to the surface. Though
not for the first time (see below).
Knowing full well just how fragile it would be, it
was rushed off, in a
slow methodical way, to
facilities that had been
designed to protect this
iconic piece of history.
Once there it was
placed into a 75,000
gallon (US gallons, of
course ▪ 62,450 real gallons
or 283,906 litres for younger
generations) tank filled

with an exotic mix of
chemicals and water. For nearly 17 years a pair of
scientists have drained the tank three times a week
for several hours, then they don full protective gear
can work on the boat, “bent around nooks and
crannies, gingerly chipping the grime …” as
one report out of Britain described it.
As the concretion (rock hard sediment) has
slowly been removed the Hunley has revealed her
secrets ▪ and, in fact, still is.
The human remains were removed and, in
2004, given a ceremonial burial in Charleston’s

historical Magnolia Cemetery with full military honors in a service involving thousands. H.L. (Horace
Lawson) Hunley was also buried there in 1862.
If you remember,
Hunley perished along with
seven others during a disastrous trial of the boat in
October, 1863. It was
raised, for the second time,
and after being refurbished,
sent out the following year
to make history by sinking
the Union ship the Housatonic, with Lt. George Dixon in command.
In an earlier test, five of nine men died when it
was swamped by the wake of a passing ship.
Truth be told, the story of the Hunley's development seems to bounce from one ‘problem’ to another. Born in Tennessee Hunley was raised in
New Orleans where he practiced law and served
in the Louisiana State Legislature. After the start of
the Civil War he joined two others to build the submarine Pioneer which had to be scuttled to prevent
her capture by the conquering Union forces in
1862. The three tried again in Mobile, Alabama
unsuccessfully.
We’ve all heard the expression ’third time
lucky’? Well, not so much for Horace. After the
first Alabama venture he built the next one on his
own and then moved it by train to Charleston, SC.
That one, which would eventually, after his death,
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be named after him, took twenty-one lives, including his own, over the coarse of three incidents. But
it did make history  except for the coming back
alive part. And, when you think about it, tragedy in
one form or another seemed to haunt the lives of
so many from that time whose names are remembered today.
As the decades and then a century passed,
they continued to search for the
Hunley, off and on. And then, in
1995 a group of scientific archeologists ostensibly sponsored by
author Clive Cussler’s National
Underwater and Marine
Agency (NUMA) uncovered part of and claimed
discovery of the Hunley. That
claim sparked a publicity and
legal wrangle with Sea Research Society (SRS) President E. Lee Spence, that went
on until 2008.
Spence had, for twenty-five years claimed that
his Society had discovered the Hunley in a different
location than Cussler’s NUMA group were now
claiming to be their site of discovery.
Various members of the State Government
got involved and eventually a formal document was
signed by Dr. Spence and the SC Attorney General
donating the Hunley to South Carolina.
Once that agreement was signed and sealed
NUMA came clean on the actual location of the
discovery which, when they eventually raised her in
the year 2000, was less than the length of the
barge that brought her up from the spot Spence
and SRS had been claiming since 1970, when
he’d used only a sextant and hand held compass
to map the spot.
Interestingly the Hunley was located outside of
Charleston’s harbour, about 4 miles from Sullivan’s

Island and on the seaward side of the wreck of the
Housatonic.
Also of interest (at least to your Editor) is that
NUMA was originally a fictional organization in one

of Cussler’s early books (the outfit for which his recurring character Dirk Pitt works) which he eventually gave
life, in 1979, as a not-for-profit, volunteer foundation with a mandate of preserving maritime heritage through discovery, archaeological survey
and conservation of artifacts. His passion for
the work is displayed in the dust up with Dr.
Spence over the credit for the discovery of the
Hunley.
Having said that, NUMA has, over the years,
conducted over seven dozen expeditions which
are listed on their website http://www.numa.net/
expeditions/ and a click on any one of them will
take you to a brief and generally very interesting
description. Cussler has written over six dozen
books with sales of over $70 million and over 90%
of NUMA’s funding comes from those royalties.
In 1997 Cussler thought that he was being
awarded an honorary PhD by the New York Maritime College. However, their powers that be had
accepted his non-fiction book, The Sea Hunters as
the equivalent of a thesis and therefore surprised
him with an actual, legitimate, PhD.
His passion for preservation is also displayed
in his car museum in Colorado, with over 100 rare
and vintage autos from 1906 to a 1965 Corvette.
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For those who are fond of old cars, it is worth a
browse: http://www.cusslermuseum.com/.
However, amidst all the passionate defence of
who actually discovered the Hunley (including after
-the-fact lawsuits and counter lawsuits
that went on until 2007) was at least one
wee tid bit that some would most likely
have seen as a fissure in the pedestal to
the top of which he attempted to climb.
Apparently the 1995 discovery was
not an independent NUMA expedition
after all. NUMA was actually part of a South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
(SCIAA) expedition directed by Dr. Mark Newell,
and not Cussler.
And it seems that Dr. Newell used Spence’s
maps to point the joint SCIAA/NUMA team in the
right direction, crediting Spence as having made
the first discovery. Having sworn all of this under
oath, Dr. Newell gives his team credit only for verifying Spence’s assurance of the site of the Hunley.
Before leaving Mr. Cussler, the picture at the
bottom of this page is a dozen of the cars from the
museum his daughter Teri established for him
when the collection broached 70. There are reports of the number now being over 120.
֍֍֍֍֍֍
Okay, shimmying back across the spar and
down the mast of the good ship ‘Digression’, let us
get back on course for an update on the Hunley.
The release of the report has stirred up a bit of
a flurry of press reports, reiterating her history as

well as describing the conservation efforts to preserve as much as possible in a manner that can be
permanently displayed in a museum, though any
such planning is not yet being spoken of in public.
Despite seventeen years of meticulous preservation work, the scientists of
the Warren Lasch Conservation Centre, located in the former Charleston
Navy yard, estimate it will take them another five to seven years to finally complete everything and have the Hunley
ready for life in the air.
The discoveries and stories continue to happen and are what keep these dedicated scientist
coming in to work every day.
In 2002 then senior-archaeologist Maria
Jacobsen discovered a gold coin with the remains of Lt. Dixon. The coin was engraved and
bent. Digging into the history they discovered that
Dixon’s sweetheart had given him the coin as a
good luck charm which it proved to be as it was
credited with saving his life when it was struck by a
bullet at the battle of Shiloh. He had it engraved
with ‘Shiloh April 6th 1862 My life preserver GED’
and continued to carry it for the remaining two
years of his life. (see page ????).
Just recently they discovered a tooth imbedded in the concretion around the crank shaft. They
also found that the crew had wrapped the shaft
with thin metal tubes and rags to avoid debilitating
blisters. And they found that the crank shaft did
not just turn the propeller for propulsion but rather it
also was connected to a sophisticated set of gears
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on a crank in a water tube that ran the length of the
craft, pushing water through far more quickly and
thereby increasing their rate of speed. Not bad for
a political lawyer, huh? The bow was also designed to cut through the water and even the rivets
were flush or near flush to reduce drag. Hunley
and his team had obviously thought about it a bit.

working for the Smithsonian Institution’s National
Museum of Natural History examined the remains
and determined that four of the men were American born while four others were of European birth
based on the chemical signatures left on the men's
teeth and bones by the predominant components
of their diet.

Ever since her failure to return there has been
an ongoing fascination with the story and search.
For example, the drawing below was done in 1900
and though it even shows the planes in two of the
renderings, it shows one too many crew members.

Four of the men had eaten plenty of corn, an
American diet, while the remainder ate mostly
wheat and rye, a mainly European one.

The position of the remains indicated that the
men died at their stations and were not trying to
escape from the sinking submarine
The crew was another mystery. They knew
from the beginning that the leader, or Commander
was Lt. George E. Dixon. They even had pictures
of Dixon, but that is were certainty ended and the
considerable efforts for identification began.

By examining Civil War records and conducting DNA testing with possible relatives, forensic
genealogist Linda Abrams was able to identify
the remains of Dixon and the three other Americans: Frank G. Collins of Fredericksburg, Va., Joseph Ridgaway, and James A. Wicks.
Identifying the European crewmen has been
more problematic, but was apparently solved in
late 2004 as Arnold Becker, Corporal J. F. Carlsen, C. Lumpkin, and Augustus Miller.

Douglas Owsley, a physical anthropologist
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been a Union spy among the crew because they
found a dog tag belonging to an Ezra Chamberlin
of Connecticut. That speculation was laid to rest
(pun intended) when further research showed that it
was actually worn by Joseph
Ridgaway (on the far right of the reconstructed faces below) who had
likely purloined it as a souvenir
from a battlefield.
Abrams, who in one article
was called a genealogy gumshoe
for her use of streetwise skills and
endless curiosity to dig deeper into
the lives of the crew, went to Texas
at one point to match handwriting
samples. She spent a couple weeks in Kentucky following a tip, only to find it was just hearsay. She even
went as far as Germany.
As an example, there were pictures of Dixon and
his sweetheart but they didn’t know where he was
from. After a lot of research Abrams concluded the
lieutenant was a riverman possibly from Pennsylvania
or Ohio.
The facial reconstruction project was undertaken prior to the ceremonial burial of the remains in 2004.
The Friends of the Hunley website describes
the process:
Each skull was cast and the cast served
as the foundation that defined the shape of
the face. Forensic information was also incorporated about each crewmember’s age,
gender, and injuries, such as a healed fracture of the nose.
Next, clay was overlaid onto the cast of
the skull to reflect the overall shape of the

face, including the forehead, prominence of he
brow ridges, profile and outline of the jaw.
When the information was not available
from surviving military records, hair, eye and
skin color were left to the interpretation of the forensic artist.
For a few Hunley crew members,
hair color was able to be determined from military records.
Twenty-one depth markers were
attached to each skull cast at
specific locations as a means of
estimating average facial thicknesses.
Clay was overlaid onto the cast
of the skull to reflect the overall
shape of the face, including the
forehead, profile and outline of the jaw.
The forensic artist added lines such as crow’s
feet and smile creases to reflect the crewmember’s age range as determined by the forensic
analysis.
The width of the mouth was approximated by
measuring the distance between the canine
teeth. The thickness of the lips was estimated
by measuring the distance between the upper
and lower central incisors at the location where
the tooth meets the gum.
The shape of the nasal spine helped determine
the configuration of the lower portion of the
nose. For example, an upturned nasal spine
suggests a pug nose and a down-turned spine
suggests a hook nose.
Hair, eye and skin color were left to the interpretation of the forensic artist. For a few of
the Hunley crew members, hair color was able
to be accurately determined by preserved hair
recovered from the submarine.
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Tourism Thank You’s
In the last issue we featured a couple
of pages of ideas for places to take visitors, including the ones on this page.
The reason we are featuring these
particular attractions again is that they
all were kind enough to provide the Association with door prizes for the Onondaga
50th dinner in June.
So if you have guests or are just wondering what to do with yourselves one
day, it would be very nice if you kept
these community supporters in mind.
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“Incoming !”
Radar would firmly
announce, and head
off on the run.

By the end of the year four helicopter detachments were assigned to the 8th US Army surgeon.
On the 3rd of January, 1951 First Lt.s Willis Shawn
and Joseph Bowler flew the first MedEvac mission.
Soldiers on the battlefield dubbed them the
‘Angels of Mercy’ and by the end of the conflict
they had transported 18,000 or almost 80% of
casualties to forward deployed Mobile Army Surgical Hospitals. Which is probably why Walter
Eugene O’Reilly (Radar) seemed to always be
saying, “Incoming”.
And, in case you are playing Trivial Pursuit
and are asked what character Gary Burghoff
played in a 1967 Off-Broadway production, you can
amaze people by knowing it was Charlie Brown in
the musical ‘You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown’
And now, before you start complaining, “He’s
rambling again, Martha!”, take comfort in my ad-

A recorded episode of ‘Daily Planet’ included
a short segment of a full-power test of a firmly anchored Bell V-280 Valor Next-Gen Tilt-Rotor Aircraft Prototype (on the right). The stats they were
rattling off seemed impressive and so I looked it up
later that evening.
It is currently being developed by Bell, the
builders of the famous helicopters used during the
Korean Conflict and made infamous by the 1970
movie M*A*S*H, which spawned the 1972-1983 TV
series.
The Korean chopper that Radar seemed able
to hear (or maybe sense) before anyone else had
an inkling, was the H-13 Sioux, a variant of the Bell
47 which had been acquired by the US Army in
1946. However, at the outbreak of the Korean conflict in June 1950 there were only 56 in inventory.
In November 1950 four arrived in Korea with
the 2nd Helicopter Detachment. They were used for
reconnaissance, wire laying and liaison duties.

mission and stay with me for a bit. Or not … as
always, it is your decision to make.
The Bell 47 was the first helicopter to certified
for civilian use in March 1946, and by the time
they’d stopped manufacturing them, more than
5,600 civilian and 2,400 military craft in a wide
range of models had been produced, a goodly percentage under licence to other companies around
the world.
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absolutely astonishing. The chart below shows a
few of the highlights but if your interest extends beyond the cursory, TheUpdate recommends starting
with the American Helicopter Museum website
and you could even add articles such as the Encyclopedia Britannica which includes interesting tidbits like the first woman helicopter pilot, aviator
Hanna Reitsch flying the Fa 61 in 1938 in Berlin.
By then pilots had set both altitude (11,000+ ft) and
distance (140+ miles) records.
The Germans continued development during
WWII and were the first to mass produce them.
During this period in the US, two individuals
were working hard on their ideas for vertical lift flying machines. Immigrant Igor Sikorsky and quasi
immigrant Arthur M. Young who had been born in
Paris to expat parents from Pennsylvania.
As a young man touring around Europe in

1908, Sikorsky had been quite fascinated by news
of the successes of the Wright Brothers a few
short years before. However, his thinking was
more vertical lift which biographers speculate may
well have come from his mother’s abiding interest
in Leonardo De Vinci. He apparently experimented
throughout 1909 but by 1910 he’d concluded that
there would have to be significant development in
both technology and materials before practical solutions could be developed. He then turned his attention very successfully to fixed wing craft, which
he continued producing after emigrating to the US
in 1919 at thirty years of age.
After more than a decade building ‘flying
boats’ he returned to those concepts in the 1930s
and finally produced his VS 300 in 1939.
Arthur M. Young began his research on the
prototype that became the Bell 47 on family farm in
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Pennsylvania in 1928. After a dozen years of refining various model craft he took it to the Bell Aircraft
Company in Buffalo, NY in 1941. They agreed to
produce a full scale prototype
and two years later had their
first successful flights with the
Bell 30. By March 1946 it had
morphed into the first versions
of the Bell 47 and, as mentioned earlier, was the first helicopter certified for civilian use.

failures during Operation Eagle Claw, the failed attempt to rescue American hostages from Iran, contracts were let for the development of an aircraft
that could take off and land vertically while still being to travel
from point A to B as an aircraft.
Decades, billions of dollars and
many setbacks, including loss
of over two dozen lives later,
the Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey tilt
rotor emerged.

As a young guy in Calgary
at the beginning of the 1960s
the Bell 47 was the only type of
helicopter I had ever seen. A
regular customer of the gas station where I was working
owned a helicopter company
and he had promised me a
flight. You can imagine my excitement, and then disappointment when, two days before my
flight, his brother crashed one
of their choppers and died. My
flight never took place. And
yes I also felt bad about his
brother.

Along with the venerable
Chinook, they are built in the
Boeing Philadelphia plant
where they are called as
’Chariots of the Clouds’.
When compared to the
Black Hawk, both the Osprey
and the developmental Bell V280, which is set to fly later this
year, provide significantly better
speed and range with V-280
anticipated to provide 350 mph
over a 900+ mile range (vs
180+ mph and 360 miles).

Over the decades helicopters have become ubiquitous
and a regular part of the world
in which we live. Anyone living
near a hospital knows that the
medevac system is still going strong and military
versions, ranging from heavy lift such as the Sikorsky 64 Sky Crane, transports like the Sea King,
Chinook (and many others) to attack choppers
such as the Blackhawk, are an integral part of most
military activities, including tracking submarines.
But helicopters have their limitations such as
speed and range. After the April 1980 equipment

While the V-280 will have
nearly double the range of the
Osprey at comparable speed it
will not have the ability to fold
it’s wings.
However, its major advantage is a projected per unit cost of between ⅓ to ½
of the Osprey.
Still, the Osprey is an awesome machine that
does indeed provide, if not the best, at least damn
good performance in both worlds.
The V-280 will be next generation along with
the very cute AW609 civilian version currently in
development by Bell’s partner AgustaWestland.
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This ‘Submarine Executive Luncheon’ picture
arrived from Virginia Beach with the cryptic comment that some of the guys might know these
faces. If you can add clarity to that imposed murkiness, please CLICK HERE and fill in the names in
the email that will open.
Keith also attended the SAOC Central AGM
in Rimouski, sending this photo with the comment.
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Scams & Fake News
Does unbiased communication still
exist anymore? Did it ever?

On the other hand, occasionally one is factual.
That word again, fact.
The dictionaries have a variety of ways to
phrase that rather amorphous term. MerriamWebster talks about ‘objective reality.’ Cambridge
calls it ‘something for which proof exists’. And Oxford says it is ‘the truth about events as opposed to
interpretation.’
Ok … so what is truth? They get even flakier
when it comes to that word. Even the Bible has a
say. But it seems to come down to a belief that is
sustained by facts rather than opinion. One could
start to get dizzy here.

It is satire gang. Put down the phone and
back away from the keyboard.
American businessman Arnold H. Glasow
(1905-1998) once said, “We all know a fool when
we see one · but not when we are one.” It has
a wee bit of an uncomfortable ring to it.
The problem is that it is getting easier and
easier to be fooled. I get scam emails from organizations ranging from my cable company to my
bank to Canada Revenue Service that look more
professionally done than the real ones
from those same outfits.
That is why I do not click on anything that an email wants me to click on.
Most of time I won’t even open something that one of you has passed along
especially if it looks like you’ve passed it
on after it shows up in your in box.

At its core, truth seems to revolve around the
twin pillars of belief and trust. I.E. you trust the
source on which your belief is based. And that is
what set me off on this tangent in the first place.
When I looked up the first Glasow quote I had
run across, “Fear is the lengthened shadow of
ignorance”, on Google it showed a picture of a
guy in uniform along with the quote. At first glance
it made sense given that he would have been in his
mid-thirties when the Japanese struck Pearl Harbour. Except that on the same page was the same
picture with a different quote and name:
General Henry H. Arnold, who finished
his career wearing five stars as General
of the US Army.
Unlike the Lincoln quote above, this
was not satire. But it would have been
very easy to take it at face value and
include the picture with my comments
here.

The other thing I most definitely do not take at
face value are the ’awe shucks’ stories that get circulated. Most of them are well written fiction, usually from a long time ago. Someone runs across a
story that they like, substitute modern names and
circumstances and send it along to develop a life of
its own.

Which, of course, brings us back to my comments about not clicking on anything. A bit of good
advice I saw on the topic went something like, “If
you were not born a cynic, find a class.” Because it is one thing for ‘them’ to be wrong or have
based their truth on an inaccurate premise but, increasingly, they are not just trying to proselytize but
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are, in fact, trying to scam people.
He even captured that concept in another of
his expressions, “All some folks want is their fair
share …. and yours.”
And that is probably a very good
place from which to start when you are
dealing with anything that comes from
outside of your tight circle of family and
friends and I’ll leave it up to you to decide how much trust to put in some of
them.
At the risk of repeating myself,
Call Before You Click. You are much
safer assuming it is a scam so don’t
ever click on anything before you have verified that
it is safe to do so. Ever!
And when it comes to passing
along stories etc that you have received, I recommend one of the verification sites such as Snopes.com as
a source for checking out the veracity
of stories and statements.
As quick examples of the need,
within hours of the Las Vegas massacre sites were identifying the wrong
man as the shooter and within a day
or so were boldly saying that a hotel security guard
was an accomplice. He wasn’t!
The researchers for Snopes and their colleagues have resources that I can’t
even imagine, let alone have access to. They tell me if it is an urban legend, partially true with
creative liberties taken, completely false or, occasionally, true. I highly recommend checking a story
out with them or any of the verification sites before
passing it along to anyone. But go there on your
own as “some of the worst chain spams even quote
Snopes with an embedded link to give their email
the appearance of an added level of authenticity”.

That embedded link might take you to Snopes or it

might take you somewhere else entirely. Click
HERE to review a list of ten sites. (Irony noted)
Before leaving our friend Arnold Glasow, I
should mention that, full disclosure, I had never
heard of him before but quite enjoy his
Mark Twain like quips. He ran a humour magazine for over sixty years
which he marketed to firms to use as a
basis for their own ‘House Organs’ to
be sent to their customers. His first
and only book, ‘Glasow’s Gloombusters’ was published when he was 92.
He was frequently cited in venerable publications like the Wall Street
Journal, Forbes, Chicago Tribune and many others. He was also a regular contributor to the
Reader’s Digest in its heyday. And
he was described as ‘A real American
thinker who, while shunning the national spotlight, was self-effacing and
very generous of spirit.’
Strong opinion has always been
true but it sure seems to be more
overt today than it did not that many
decades ago. As does the unwillingness to listen to alternative points of
view and be willing to not only consider their validity but be courageous enough to change our opinion, if warranted.
The rather cynical, Canadian born economist
John Kenneth Galbraith said, “Faced with the
choice between changing one’s mind and proving that there is no need to do so, almost everyone gets busy on the proof.”
I’ve often wished that instead of being judgmental I could be curious. To wonder what he
knows that leads him to a different conclusion than
me. And why it is that long held beliefs that form the paradigm through
which I view everything, are often
proven invalid. Safe clicking.
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Another Change of Command
As everyone is undoubtedly aware, after
seven years as Canada’s Commander-In-Chief, (well, delegated
… actually the Queen is our CinC)
David Johnston has relinquished
his role to the very impressive
J u l i e
P a y e t t e
CC CMM COM CQ CD, hereinafter referred to as Her Excellency
(the Right Honourable).
When she was just Julie, she
racked up an impressive list of accomplishments
and honorific's.

Exceptional Service Medal.
She had to wait until 2011 for the first school
bearing her name to open in Whitby, Ontario.
Along the way she has also received quite a
number of other awards and honours including, to
date, 27 Honorary Doctorates.
Also endearing her to your thrice divorced editor, she has a couple of exes.
She grew up fluent in both English and French
and along the way has picked up the ability to comfortably converse in Spanish, Italian, Russian and
German. She also plays the piano and has played
and sung with several international orchestras and
choirs.
Her pre-space program engineering was
focused on research in computer systems,
natural language processing and automatic
speech recognition at IBM, U of T and Bell
Northern Research.

The one for which she is most known is
astronaut and I have heard comments that
she merely rode that vehicle of fame right
into Rideau Hall.
“What else has she
done?”, I’ve heard. Well, a lot, actually. But
even if true, so what, actually.
th

Our 29 Governor General sort of hit the road
running. When she finished secondary school in
Montreal at seventeen she was granted one of only
six Canadian scholarships to attend the Atlantic
College in Wales. At twenty-three she graduated
McGill Engineering, receiving the Highest Undergraduate as well as the Faculty Scholar awards.
The Massey College Fellowship and the NSERC
post-graduate scholarship helped with her Masters
of Applied Science—Computer Engineering at the
University of Toronto. In 1994 the Canadian
Council of Professional Engineers awarded her
‘Distinction for exceptional achievement by a
young engineer’ and then in 2010 that same
group awarded her a Gold Medal, their highest
level of recognition.

The long list of organizations of which
she has been a member is impressive and wide
ranging, including Drug Free Kids Canada, Director
of the National Bank of Canada, Canada’s Olympic
Committee, Montreal Bach Festival, boards and
faculty of several Universities including the Lester
B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific.
In 1991 she and 5,329 others, decided to apply for a posting at the Canadian Space Agency

From an awards perspective, 2010 was a
good year for Ms. Payette. She was also inducted
into the Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame, and received the Order of Canada as well as the NASA
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and in June, 1992 was one of four appointed to the
astronaut program.
It would be seven years before she made it to
space but she and her colleagues were not exactly
idle during that time.
After her basic training in Canada, she worked
as a technical advisor for the Mobile Servicing System, an advanced robotics system contributed by
Canada to the International Space Station (ISS).
She also obtained her commercial pilots licence
and military licence flying the Tutor CT-114
‘Snowbird’ jet. In the process of logging over 1,300
hours of ‘airplane’ flight time she received her instrument rating for military jets. She also became
certified as a one-atmosphere deep
sea diving suit operator. One ATM
suits like Phil Nuytten’s NuytSuit are
rated for depths of 1,000 feet.
Finally in 1999 she joined the
crew of STS-96, the first team to
conduct a manual docking with the
ISS. In its role as space cargo van
the shuttle delivered four tons of supplies and the first Canadian to the
ISS. (Chris Hatfield had previously
been to the Russian Space Station
MIR).
The STS-96 crew were
aboard the ISS for 153 orbits (6 million+ kms) over nearly ten days.

Experiment Module. Robotics were used almost
every day and Ms. Payette operated all three of the
robotic arms.
While aboard the ISS they were part of a record crew of thirteen astronauts from five nations,
which, for the first time, included two Canadians,
Robert Thirsk and the future GG.
During the sixteen day, 248 orbit mission there
were a total of five space walks as they tallied up
ten and half million kilometers, and for Ms. Payette,
600+ hours in space over the two missions.
While still a member of the Canadian Astronaut Corps she undertook a fellowship as a Public
Policy Scholar at the prestigious Woodrow Wilson Centre for International Scholars in Washington, D.C. and also became the Quebec Department of
Economic Development, Innovation
and Export Trade scientific authority
in Washington.
In July 2013 she retired from the
CSA to become Chief Operating Officer of the Montreal Science Centre
and Vice-President of the Federal
Crown Corporation, Canada Lands
Company.
Oh, and her now fourteen year
old son, Laurier Brissette, was born in 2003.

For the next ten years she accepted a number
of ‘taking her seriously’ assignments including being appointed Chief Astronaut for the CSA from
2000 to 2007, an assignment to represent the Astronaut Corps at the European and Russian space
agencies, and a stint as Capsule Communicator
(including lead CapCom) in Houston. Finally in
2009 she joined the crew of STS-127 as flight engineer, aboard the Space Shuttle Endeavour on the
29th mission to the ISS. Included in their schedule
was completing construction of the Kibo Japanese

And yet, despite her myriad of accomplishments, she unbelievably still has her detractors. A
consortium of six media outlets including both CBC
and CTV added fuel to that fire over the summer,
asking the court in Maryland to have records of her
2015 divorce unsealed (Ms. Payette had asked the
court to seal them to shield her son). One presumes they assumed if she’d asked to have them
sealed she must have something to hide.
Eventually she herself asked the court to unseal them. But an interesting side bar is that if the
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divorce had been granted in Canada, the media
would not have been able to even apply to the
courts.
֍֍֍֍֍֎֎֎
The office that Ms. Payette now occupies is
the oldest in the country. The land that is now
Canada has had a Governor representing a Monarch for 400 years, since Samuel de Champlain in
the early 1600s.
The British North America Act of 1867 defined
the role of governor general as “… carrying on the
Government of Canada on behalf and in the
Name of the Queen (Victoria), by whatever Title
he is designated.”
The role continued to evolve over time. E.g.,
the 1904 Militia Act granted permission for the GG to use the title of
Commander-in-Chief in the name of
the sovereign. Prior to the British
Parliament passing the Statute of
Westminster in 1931, the role represented the monarch (then Queen
Victoria’s grandson, George V) in his
British council; in other words the
Government of Britain.
However, ever since WWI the
sense of national pride among the
dominions of Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa had grown dramatically.
In Canada this was evidenced by moves such as
when PM Mackenzie King would not commit to
troops to assist the British occupation forces in Turkey until Canada’s Parliament had approved. Canada also signed a fisheries treaty with the US without Britain’s participation and then independently
made plans to establish an embassy in Washington, D.C.
Such tokens of independence resulted in numerous reports and conferences through the latter
part of the 1920s until 1931 when those dominions

were finally recognized as being entities completely
independent of the British Government and Canada’s Governor General would became the direct
representative of Canada’s sovereign, (the King in
his Canadian council).
In 1947, King George VI issued letters patent
allowing the viceroy to carry out almost all of the
monarch’s powers on his or her behalf.
Contrary to inclination of some to believe that
it was due to a reluctance of the British to surrender power that they retained the right to amend
Canada’s Constitution. They were asked by the
Canadian government because the federal and
provincial governments were not able to reach an
agreement on how to pass future amendments of
the 1867 BNA Act.
Following the failure of the 1980
Québec referendum Pierre Trudeau
followed through with his Government’s promise to re-open constitutional negotiations. It took nearly two
years and considerable political manoeuvring (which many of us remember while others knew but forgot) but
was finally enacted by the British parliament and in April 1982 Her Majesty’s signature in Ottawa brought it
into force.
Among its provisions
were an amending formula and the
entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.
It also provides that to abolish the Senate,
change the Supreme Court, the use of French and
English, a Province’s right to have as many MPs as
Senators, or to fiddle constitutionally with the offices of the Monarch, Governor General or Lieutenant Governors, Canada is required to have unanimous agreement of the Senate, the House of
Commons and all ten provincial legislatures.
Pretty well everything else only requires the
approval from both the Senate and House of
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Commons, as well as the legislatures of at least
two-thirds of the provinces, provide they contain 50% or more of the population of all the
provinces.
Most aware people on reading or hearing that
naturally think “FAT CHANCE”.
֍֍֍֍֍֎֎֎

that the King had formalized the appointment of our
new Viceroy on February 1st, 1952, he was in London.
King George VI died five days later and in respect there was very little fanfare regarding the appointment. However it was the second Monarch to
pass plus one abdication in his career. As a member of Privy Council of the UK, Massey attended
the Queen’s Accession Council on February 7th.

Some, but not all of us, stayed
awake during those long ago classes
and do remember that all Governors
General prior to the appointment of
Vincent Massey in 1952 were either
members of the Peerage or sons of
peers and all were born beyond Canada’s borders.

In addition to breaking the long
line of foreign born Viceroys, Vincent
Massey was, as a widower, also the
first and for a long time only unmarried
resident of Rideau Hall.

But I would wager that even most
of those were not aware that it was
not a planned change and could not
tell you what Winston Churchill had to do with it.
After his devastating loss in the election of
1945, the old quote manufacturer had been voted
back into power the previous year. When Eisenhower was elected president in 1952 he made the
trip to Washington to lobby for his vision of their
‘Special Relationship’. He stopped in Ottawa on
the way, wanting Prime Minister Louis St.
Laurent to release 1st Earl Alexander of Tunis
(Field Marshal Harold Alexander Ret’d) as Canada’s quite popular Governor General, so he could
serve as Churchill’s Minister of Defence.
St. Laurent proposed Vincent Massey as his
replacement and both Churchill and the King
agreed because they had known him during his
tenure as Canada’s High Commissioner to London
from 1935 to 1946. In fact, the King had been so
impressed that he’d inducted Massey into the very
exclusive Order of the Companions of Honour.
When the Prime Ministers Office announced

Since then there have been a
couple of Governors General
(Adrienne Clarkson and Michaëlle
Jean) who were not born in Canada
but, unlike Massey’s predecessors,
were Canadian citizens.
Journalist and pundit Paul Wells recently
wrote an article in Maclean’s briefly talking about a
few of the GGs since the 1st Earl Alexander of
Tunis. George Vanier had been Massey’s secretary on his arrival in London in 1935;
Jeanne Sauvé, Canada’s first female governor general, had been a Liberal MP, though a long
stint of that time
had been served as
Speaker.
Wells
commented: “I remember her as
scrupulously regal
and benevolent”.
Jean
Chrétien’s appointment
of Roméo LeBlanc,
a former RadioCanada journalist
who had run
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his campaign war room in 1993, created quite an
uproar. Preston Manning and Lucien Bouchard
boycotted his investiture in protest. Chretien said
the GG mostly hosts visiting dignitaries who primarily want to talk politics so who better?
However, his second appointment was Adrienne Clarkson, an Asian-born Canadian who was
the first GG ever to have neither a political nor military background. Paul Wells described her as
“someone who read books and remembered
what was in them.”
Paul Martin’s appointment, Michaëlle Jean,
made Stephen Harper wait two hours while she
contemplated his request to prorogue Parliament
during the 2008 constitutional crisis. Mr. Harper’s
press secretary, Kory Tenycke, was quoted sometime later as stating that they had ‘considered the
possibility of going directly to the Queen, if the
GG’s answer was no’. Ms. Jean later commented
that the message she’d wanted to send was that
this was an important matter that required contemplation.
An interesting aside, at least to your editor, is
that if, heaven forbid, during that two hour period
the GG had resigned or passed, it would not have
let Mr. Harper off the hook. In either of those
cases the torch of the GG’s responsibilities is
passed to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
until the process of appointing a new GG is completed and he or she is sworn in.
Ms. Jean’s successor was David Johnston
who was a product of the appointment advisory
committee that Stephen Harper had devised, and
then used. Mr. Johnston seems to have been very
well liked and respected during his seven year
term.

֍֍֍֍֍֎֎֎
In his Maclean’s article, Paul Wells commented that Adrienne Clarkson had delivered two
of what you would have to consider to be among
the best speeches ever given in Canada.
One of them, Eulogy For Canada’s Unknown Soldier, drew me in like no other remembrance speech to which I’ve ever listened. Admittedly it is long but the editorial staff took a vote and
decided to include it. It begins here and concludes
towards the end of this issue. Click the link at the
bottom of this page if you are interested enough to
want to read the whole thing.

Eulogy for Canada's Unknown Soldier
A speech by Governor General Adrienne Clarkson
Ottawa, Ontario Sunday, May 28, 2000.
Wars are as old as history. Over two thousand
years ago, Herodotus, wrote, "In peace, sons bury
their fathers; in war, fathers bury their sons." Today, we are gathered together as one, to bury
someone's son. The only certainty about him is that
he was young. If death is a debt we all must pay,
he paid before he owed it.
We do not know whose son he was. We do
not know his name. We do not know if he was a
MacPherson or a Chartrand. He could have been a
Kaminski or a Swiftarrow. We do not know if he
was a father himself. We do not know if his mother
or wife received that telegram with the words
"Missing In Action" typed with electrifying clarity on
the anonymous piece of paper. We do not know
whether he had begun truly to live his life as a truck
driver or a scientist, a miner or a teacher, a farmer
or a student. We do not know where he came from.

And back to our new Governor General, Her
Excellency The Right Honorable Julie Payette.
In case you had not picked up on it, your editor is already a fan. The class of ‘92 did well.
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In 1961, then Lt. Commander Ed
Gigg became the father of the modern
Canadian Submarine Service. As the commissioning CO of the HMCS Grilse, his vision was that it
would serve as a training vessel for Canadian submariners, preparing them for the nuclear boats that
would surely follow.

The connection to the reference to the evolution of battery technology at the start of this piece
is the picture below which shows the crew lining up
on the casing. They literally trotted aboard from
their seats in the audience once Sponsor Elisabeth
Mabus, daughter of former Secretary of the Navy,
Ray Mabus, ordered the crew to man their stations
and bring the boat to life.

He campaigned fervently throughout the rest
of his naval career and beyond for nuclear boats.
When he came out for the Grilse 50th he would not
attend a viewing of the HMCS Victoria, (which was
just out of dry dock at that point) because:
“They

never

should

have

been

bought in the first place!”
Cmdr Chris Ellis, who was then the CO of
the Victoria, while chatting about that point, commented that with the rapid evolution of battery technology it would have been foolish for Canada to
have seriously considered nuclear at the time of
purchasing these former Upholder class boats from
the cousins in Britain.
An interesting point and the basis of the head
line above.
֍֍֍֍֎֎֎֎
In our last issue we included the ships crest
for the soon to be commissioned USS
Washington SSN 787, the newest and
number fourteen of Virginia-class fast attack submarines (SSNs).
That commissioning took place on
Saturday, October 7th in Norfolk with all
of the pomp and ceremony a 377 foot,
7,800 ton, $2.6 billion work of art warrants. For anyone interested in a video of most of
the commissioning ceremony, CLICK HERE.

Now I know that they will tell you that the yellow cable is ‘shore power’ but it does look an awful
lot like the charger connection for electric vehicles
such as Elon Musk’s Tesla. Plus Musk and his
team of engineers have been making great strides
in the evolution of battery technology so, the first
reaction is to wonder … but of course not. No …
of course not.
This is the fourth USN warship to be named in
honour of Washington state. The half
dozen before that had been named for
George.
The first USS Washington was an
armored cruiser commissioned in 1906.
In 1916 she was renamed Seattle so that
the Washington name could be used for a
new battleship, a bureaucratic act that the
superstitious would say jinxed it, as construction
was never completed. The keel was laid in 1919
and she was launched in 1921. However on the
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8th of February, 1922, two days after signing the
Washington Naval Treaty for the Limitation of
Naval Armaments, all work ceased on the barely
75% completed super-dreadnought.
The hulk sat idle until November, 1924 when
she slid beneath the surface of an ocean on which
she had never sailed, used as a gunnery target by
the battleships New York and Texas.
That 1922 Naval Treaty was a result of efforts
to forestall an arms race with the WWI winning
powers all beginning programs to massively increase the size of their fleets. The primary players
in this Washington conference were Britain, the
US and Japan. Also included, but impolitely considered bit players, were France and Italy.
During this period a Japanese Navy Commander was stationed in Washington, well aware
of though not directly involved in the treaty negotiations as he would be for the 1930 and 1934 conferences. His name was Isoroku Yamamoto and we
will discuss him further later.
The third USS Washington was another battleship, commissioned in May, 1941. In November,
1942, in what became known as the Battle of
Savo Island, she was involved in the first head-tohead confrontation between battleships when she
engaged with Japan’s Kirishima which was on its
way to shell Henderson Airfield on Guadalcanal in
the Solomon Islands. Unlike the Kirishima the
Washington steamed away afterwards.

early summer 1945 for an in-service refit which
lasted long enough to keep her from turning to the
Pacific Theatre.
With half of her regular crew she then proceeded to England and brought nearly 1,700 US
Army troops home to New York. She was then retired.
The detail of these previous namesakes is included to indicate that the SS787 has a heritage
that a cynic might say had moments, even
stretches of sterling. But this time the name has
been given to a submarine that is truly state-of-theart, and put in the hands of a crew that will make
her dance like a dolphin. So the name is in very
good hands. Serious congratulations to the
plank owners of the newest USS Washington.
֍֍֍֍֎֎֎֎

Martime Command has been holding flu shot
clinics to promote that preventative measure.
Right near the front of the line, featured in a
brief write-up in the Lookout, was the boss, Rear-Admiral
Art McDonald. Which is nice to see. Shows that he is not
just a heck of a nice guy but leads by example.
What I am wondering about is whether he is wearing
a smile or grimace in this picture of the Medic about to
plunge the needle into his arm. Just
wondering.

In February, 1944, as members of a Task
Group in the dead of night, the USS Indiana, manoeuvring to refuel destroyers, cut across the bow
of the Washington and was rammed. It took out 60
plus feet of the Washington’s bow, left hanging in
the water, requiring her to retreat to Pearl Harbour
where a temporary bow was put in place to allow
her to make it to Bremerton for full repairs.
However she was back in the fray by May and
served gallantly until returning to Puget Sound in
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Seppuku Avoided
Instead the 400 year old samurai sword
was given in a gesture of friendship.

In the days leading up to the Sunday, December 7th, 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, four Japanese submarine aircraft carriers, including the I25, patrolled a line about 120 miles north of Oahu.
Mechanical problems with the I-25s E14Y seaplane prevented its pilot, Warrant Flying Officer
Nobuo Fujita from participating in the pre-attack
reconnaissance mission.
After the Pearl Harbor attack those four joined
eight other submarines patrolling the west coast of
the US mainland, attacking shipping in the area before returning to their base in the Marshall Islands,
approximately 2,500 miles south-west of Pearl Harbor, in mid-January.
Refuelled and replenished they continued on a
south-west path and by midFebruary Fujita, who had
joined the navy in 1932 and
become a pilot the following
year, was flying scouting missions over Sydney, Melbourne and Hobart in
Australia before Wellington, Auckland and Fiji in
March.
They stopped in Kwajalein, an atoll north of
the Marshall Islands on their way to scout Kodiak,
Alaska in preparation for a planned invasion of the
Aleutian Islands.
Continuing south they paused long enough at
the mouth of the Columbia River to shell the US
base at Fort Stevens on June 21st. Records show
that Fujita was on the casing during that episode.

Earlier Fujita had submitted a proposal
through his CO to slip in close to the US mainland
and use their seaplanes to conduct bombing raids.
Unbeknownst to him, the Admiral himself, Isoroku Yamamoto, was already thinking in those
terms and had initiated development of a fleet of
eighteen 400 foot, 6,700 ton boats that could go
anywhere in the world and carry at least two larger
seaplanes. for precisely that purpose.
Yamamoto’s thinking was that if they could
create havoc on the US mainland (his original plan
included both coasts as well as the Panama Canal)
the US would have to pull troops back from the
western Pacific to defend the homeland.
So Fujita’s plan was approved but not the
bombing of the industrial areas of big cities that he
envisioned.
Instead I-25 was directed to an area off the
Oregon coast, just north of the California border,
off the quiet burg of Brookings, built on the edge of
huge redwood forests.
The forests were to be
his target. The thinking was
that dropping incendiary
bombs would create huge
fires and ultimately panic,
knowing that even being on
the far side of the Pacific
ocean didn’t keep them safe
from this enemy.
So, at dawn on September 9th, 1942 the I-25
surfaced and the crew pulled the E14Y, known as
the Glen, out of its tiny hanger and prepared it for
launch.
After being catapulted off the sub, Fujita and
Petty Officer Shoji Okuda flew east, over Brookings
and continued for another ten miles before dropping the first of two bombs on Wheeler Ridge on
Mount Emily. They witnessed the explosion erupt
into what appeared to be a fiery success before
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flying over the next ridge to drop their final bomb.
They then circled back with alacrity, sure that
there would be military planes in hot pursuit. The
pursuers didn’t materialize but that concern was
replaced with a missing submarine, which did
eventually surface allowing them to land, board
and store their little weapon of war before being
feted for their great achievement.
However, like so many plans, a couple of details were missed in those pre-internet
days. Normally at that time of year the
Oregon forests would be tinder dry.
However year had been unusually wet
so the forest floor was not dry. Exacerbating that detail was their timing. That
early in the morning it is still quite cool and everything is covered in dew. Finally, like in most forests, there were fire lookouts posted so the semisuccessful first bomb did not get a chance to become a raging inferno before fire crews were on it
and had it out before the end of the day.
Confirmation of their suspicion that it had been
a bombing run came in the form of a 75’ wide crater and about 60 lbs of fragments including the
nose cone they found and turned over to the army.
The fact that there had been a bombing raid at all
was subverted by the army until much later thereby
voiding yet another element of the plan.
If the second bomb exploded (it has never
been found) the fire fizzled without a fire crew being necessary.

dropped their bombs. Although they subsequently
reported that both had exploded and the start of
fires were sighted, the bombing remained unnoticed in the US until that information surfaced from
Japanese records, many years later.
Before leaving the eastern Pacific the I-25
sank the SS Camden, a 6,600 ton tanker carrying
diesel fuel and, on the 6th of October, the SS Larry
Doheny, a 7,000 ton armed merchant tanker, killing
two crew members and the four US
Navy armed guards manning her guns.
On its way back to Japan it also
sank a Russian submarine, the L-16,
mistaking it for an American boat.
Not long after Fujita was transferred to train
kamikaze pilots. While the war ended before it was
his turn to fly, his co-pilot in Oregon, Shoji Okuda,
met his end one of these missions. I-25 was sunk
by the USS Ellet (DD-398) in September ’43.
There were a few shelling from submarines,
like the incident at Estevan Point, north of Tofino,
where their sister boat, I-26, lobbed nearly two
dozen shells, in June ‘42, the day before I-25
shelled Fort Stevens in Oregon. In another case of
best laid plans, I-26 was not trying to destroy the
Estevan Point light house; they were trying to put
the radar station they were told was there, out of
commission. It was actually located on the other
side of the peninsula, nearly two kilometers away.
Google maps were just not that reliable back then.

Fujita, Okuda and the rest of the crew of I-25
were not aware that the raid was not gone quite as
well as thought and the arrival of an American warplane that forced them down and caused minor
damage would have only fueled their presumption
of success.

However, if would not be accurate to say that
Flying Officer Fujita’s two bombing runs were the
only bombs dropped during the war. True. they
were the only bombs from planes but before the
end of the war the Japanese released over 9,000
balloon bombs and many of those successfully
crossed the ocean.

Almost three weeks later they flew another
mission, flying inland from Cape Blanco (about 100
kms north of Brookings) for 90 minutes before they

But first, Nobuo Fujita and his 400 year old
samurai sword which had been handed down in his
family from generation to generation .
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Fujita had carried the sword with him throughout the war including on the two Oregon bombing
flights. For him it was an object of great
honour and pride which factors heavily
into the remainder of this story.
After the war he tried his hand at
business and finally settled in with a
company making wire. And then in
1962, as the twentieth anniversary of
his flights was approaching he received
an invitation from the town of Brookings.
Apparently while planning the annual
Azalea Festival, the Junior Chamber of
Commerce planning committee thought
it would be ‘really neat’ to find the unknown pilot and invite him as an honored guest.

Saying that he hoped giving this gift to a former enemy, ‘in the finest of Samurai traditions’,
would serve to ‘pledge peace and
friendship’, Nobuo Fujita presented
the town of Brookings with his cherished family samurai sword. It hung in
their city hall until 1995 when, during
his last visit to the town, he participated
in a ceremony transferring it to the new
library where it resides today, with
models of his plane and submarine.
During a 1992 visit, he planted a
coastal redwood at the bomb site as
his apology to the forest.

Half the townspeople were angry
about the idea of paying tribute to a former enemy while the other half were proud of this
step towards international goodwill. In the end, the
Junior Chamber prevailed and after tracking him
down, sent the invitation.
The invitation was surprising enough that the
Japanese government sought and received assurance that on arrival Fujita would not be tried as a
war criminal.
And so, with a great deal of trepidation, “very
anxious; fretting about whether Oregonians would
be angry at him for the
bombing”, his daughter said
later, Nobuo Fujita, sword in
hand, made the trip to
Brookings, Oregon.

In September, 1997, as he lay in
his hospital bed dying of cancer at age
eighty-five, the town of Brookings formally proclaimed him an Honorary
Citizen.
When contacted by the New York Times for
an obituary, his daughter, Yoriko Asakura admitted that there had been a bit more to the story of
that first visit.
She said that if, in 1962, the townspeople had
been angry and unforgiving he fully intended to appease their fury by committing ritual seppuku; disemboweling himself with his cherished sword.
When that proved unnecessary, he was very
pleased to have it reside in Brookings as his offering of peace.

This quiet, humble man
who, in the years that followed the war, had become
a bit of a pacifist, was
greeted by most of the town
with respect and even affection.
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In October 1998 his
daughter returned to
Brookings to bury some
of his ashes at the bomb
site, which today is a bit
of a tourist attraction as
the site of one of only four
bombs dropped by plane
during WWII with, in this
case, no deaths or even
injuries.
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That was not the case
with the balloon bombs.
Although rarely told,
the stories of them are well
known of course, (even to this
editor) but a lot of detail somehow manage to deke by. If
there were an image in mind it
probably would have been of
the large weather balloons in use at that time, dangling some sort of device below. Turns out that
was not a correct assumption.
There were over 9,000 of these rather sophisticated ‘paper’ balloons that were well over 30 feet
in diameter, released in the latter part of the war.
The map below shows locations where they
were reported. In fact, in 2014 bombs from one of
these was found near Lumby (east of Vernon).
When they first started showing up it took a
while to figure out where they were coming from.
Crossing the Pacific just didn’t seem likely and so
possibilities ranging from POW camps to internment camps to Japanese submariners landing on
local beaches to fill sand bags and release them.
Finally, Col. Sigmund Poole, head of the US
military geology unit at the time and his team

narrowed down the origins of
the sand to beachesoutside
of Tokyo and subsequent
visuals from fly over's provided confirmation. The hydrogen filled balloons were
riding the jet stream at the 25
to 30 thousand foot level, all
the way across.
Again the military kept their existence out of
news until May, 1945 when the pregnant wife of a
local pastor and five children were killed near Bly,
Oregon, playing with one they’d found on a Sunday outing because they didn’t know they were
dangerous. After that incident their dangers were
thoroughly published. These were the only deaths
inflicted by the Japanese on mainland North
America during the war.
Apparently
the
British also used the
concept to float balloons over Germany
but, it was pointed out,
they were far less sophisticated than the
Japanese models.
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Whether you are
one of those who
love the feel and
heft of a real book,
or can’t imagine
lugging
one
around when it
and a whole lot of
others fit nicely
into your skinny little tablet, we have recommendations for you to consider.
Ray Hunt’s memoir of his life at sea starts with him
as a sixteen year old cadet
with the British Merchant Marine and following his path
through earning his Masters
Ticket there, joining the
RNR, emigrating to Canada
and the RCN, commanding
submarines, the sub squadron, the Preserver and finally
as the Naval Attaché for
Scandinavia, based in Oslo. A good read at a
really good price.
Available for free at
www.forposterityssake.ca/RCN-DOCS/SIMPLESAILOR.htm or you can send an email requesting
a copy of the PDF ebook that is available at a very
competitive price by Clicking Here
You may remember an edition of TheUpdate last
year that featured the commemorations of the 75th anniversary of Pearl Harbor.
One element of those ceremonies was the pouring of
Kentucky Bourbon into the
harbor from the Arizona Memorial from a ‘Blackened
Canteen’.
This book by Jerry Yellin

tells the story of the aftermath of the June 20th,
1945 collision of two of the 123 American bombers
that had flown from Guam to bomb the city of Shizuoka, located at the foot of Mount Fuji. The
twenty-three airmen who died in the crash were
buried by a local farmer who also erected a memorial.
A blackened canteen with a handprint
squeezed into it is one of few artifacts and is still
used annually as a symbol of healing between the
two peoples. The author has woven a certain
amount of fiction into this true story that Yoko Ono
described in part as “… the selfless action of one
Shizuoka citizen over sixty years ago has built
a bridge between the two countries, inspiring a
campaign for peace among Japanese and
American citizens, and strengthening ties between the two countries. I hope it will become
more widely known around the world and inspire other people too”. Ask your bookstore or
library to find you a copy.
Written by the author of Seabiscuit, this new book
is now also now ‘a major motion picture’.
It is the true story of
Louis Zamperini who
went from a young delinquent to the winner of
Olympic medals in Berlin to survivor of long
weeks at sea in a life
raft after their Army Air
B-24 bomber crashed,
then Japanese POW
camps.
The New York Times
Book Review commented that it is “Ambitious and powerful … a
startling narrative and an inspirational book.”
I do believe that anyone who has read this book,
including your editor, would highly recommend it to
you. In bookstores and libraries everywhere.
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Memorials Are For Honoring and Remembering
From the towering edifice at Vimy Ridge to National Memorials in Ottawa, Washington,
London and Berlin, to the Memorial in just about every town in the world, they are all
about honoring the service and sacrifice of those who served and are serving.
Most cities and towns report that the crowds at their Memorials on November 11 th seem to be getting
larger every year. And noticeably, as the numbers from the war to end all wars dwindle, the number of
young people seems to be increasing. Just as the number of people stopping by throughout the year and
pausing for a quiet moment of reflection.
Of the course the memorials themselves are works of art and attract attention for that alone, coupled
with the reason they were created in the first place. And like most works of
art they are wide ranging in their expression: some, like the nineteen ghostly
figures in this platoon on the left in a Korean War Memorial in Washington,
DC are very Norman Rockwell like in nature. Others, like this memorial on the right that has a twin
standing beside it in Croatia and the one below it in
the former Yugoslavia are more Pablo Picasso in
his later years.
Our own National Memorial in Ottawa with the Tomb of the Unknown Solider
is pretty traditional but does honour those who’ve served and sacrificed with a
quiet, rather majestic dignity.
From statues, both life and oversized, to simple
headstones, to obelisks, to buildings, all are meant to
honour.
Occasionally you see one that manages to be
simple in its style and yet amazingly creative at the
same time.
Anthem, Arizona is a suburb of Phoenix. They
engaged local multi-media artist, teacher and author
Renee Palmer-Jones, who has designed a number of other memorials including one for the Silent Service located at the Arizona State Capital
Building. Her mandate was to design a new memorial as “a place of
honor and reflection for veterans, their family and friends, and
those who want to show their respects to those service men and
women who have and continue to courageously serve the
United States”.
They and she were thinking, as mentioned above, quiet dignity
rather than award winning, but they accomplished both.
As can be seen on the left the memorial is a grouping of five rectangular pillars ranging in size from seventeen feet tall down to
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six feet with each of them being pierced by a fairly large, downward angled ellipse, .
The pillars represent the US Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air
Force and Coast Guard. The more than 750 bricks that surround it
are inscribed with names of US service men and women. In front of the
pillars is a mosaic of The Great Seal of the United States.
The memorial was finished in 2011 time for its dedication at eleven
minutes after the eleventh hour on the eleventh day of the eleventh
month. Symbolically, 11-11-11-11-11.
However, these pillars were not just arranged in a pleasing pattern.
Anthem’s chief engineer, Jim Martin, was charged with calculating the
extremely precise position of each tower of stone so that when the
clock strikes 11:11 AM on the 11th of November each year, the pillars
will be perfectly aligned to allow a celestial spotlight to shine, for a brief
moment. through each of the five ellipses on the Great Seal, which is
otherwise surrounded by shadow.
It is absolutely awesome. The picture to the right captures that moment pretty well but CLICK HERE
to watch the 30 second ‘sort of’ eclipse on

If my memory
gets any worse
I’ll be able to
start planning
my own
surprise parties.
So ... if you get
an invite to a
party from me,
please don’t
tell me!

Mark Your Calendars

Johanna Quaas
World’s Oldest Competitive Gymanast
(Born 20 November 1925, Germany)
She still a regularly competes in the Saxony,
Germany amateur competition LandesSeniorenspiele. She performed a floor-and-beam routine on the set of 'Lo Show dei Record' in Rome, in
April 2012, where her record was certified.
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Aston Triton
A new sub for the
very, very rich

US based Triton Submarines and the British
Aston Martin have both long since catered to folks
whose income levels are more than a bit beyond
middle class. In fact, possibly beyond what you
and I would consider rich.
The British cars made famous by James Bond
start at +/-$200,000 US
while a starter 2 person
Triton submersible with a
depth rating of 300 meters would cost ten times
that amount. The two
passenger 3300-2, rated
at over 3,200 feet and
pictured opposite, would
cost you another +/$600,000. Plus the price
of the yacht from which
you’d want to launch it to
the applause of your
adoring guests.
Though the two
companies have gleaned
that there is a market for
a Triton designed by
Aston Martin, they aren’t yet saying what that little
gem, which they are calling ‘Project Neptune’ will
cost you. Wait … another article says that they
will run at or above $4 million (not $Cdn).
The president of Triton Submarines Patrick
Lahey, said: “We have always admired Aston Martin. The marque [sic] represents a deeply held passion for technology, engineering and timeless, elegant design”.

Aston Martin agrees with that assessment describing their toys as: characterful and exciting
sports cars built to the highest standards. All are

imbued with Power, Beauty and
Soul – combining pure performance and true sporting ability
with passion, refinement, luxury
and exceptional beauty.
Un-

kind wags might well suggest
that your editor would have a bit
of a challenge squeezing his ample backside
(paraphrase inserted for the sake of feelings) into
either one of these machines. His Ego Twin however doesn’t think that would be an issue at all.
And the whole idea
is in the video of his
mind anyway. But it sure
would be fun.
Having said that,
you don’t have to own
one of these things, and
the yacht to go with it, to
experience the fun.
Commercial submarines have been taking
tourists down to 100-150
feet for decades now.
My … ?? … one
of my ex’s and I went for
a ride on one in the Caribbean in the early 90s.
(So it must have been ex
#3). I remember being told that the large portholes
through which we viewed the bottom was several
inches thick and ground to an optical specification
so that viewing was not distorted.
The Bell 47 helicopter like bubble on these
new playthings are, give or take, a foot thick and
they have serious safety systems built into them.
Increasingly these small submersibles are a
must have attraction on the higher end cruise
ships, but that demand will continue to grow and
become more affordable.
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Continued
The BBC television
series
Blue
Planet
II has
been the mostwatched show so
far in 2017, with 14.1 million viewers tuning
in for the previously unseen wonders.
Shows like that broaden the scope of submarine tourism dramatically, creating a demand
that companies like Triton are willingly working to
meet.
The first large deep-diving tourist submarine is
scheduled to go into service in Vietnam in 2019
which may be a little later
than a new luxury submarine to start running
tours down 12,500 feet to
the Titanic, about 600
kms south south-east of
Newfoundland.
Blue
Marble Private, a luxury
travel company in London, has been working
with the US firm OceanGate Expeditions to
build a nine-berth submarine that will sail from Newfoundland. They are
hoping to start next year and have already sold out two tours at more than
$100,000 per seat with more planned
for 2019.

the Eclipse, with two six seater subs [like the yellow Triton on the left]. Their plan is to start in the
Mediterranean and work their way up to the Arctic.
Scenic says that taking people to the
Arctic and Antarctic allows them to see
polar bears, penguins and whales in their
natural environment.
Another major producer of tourist subs
is UBoatWorx from the Netherlands.
Their twin-domed red Cruise Sub 11
[below] carries ten passengers plus the pilot down
as far as 600 feet for as long as eighteen hours.
No mention of a head.
Because these vessels maintain basically one
atmosphere, people can explore much deeper and
much longer than divers
then zip back to the surface without worrying
about the bends.

I would probably have to dip into
my savings account, especially if I
were taking someone with me.
Scenic luxury cruises is equipping its newest 226 berth cruise ship,
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Ten years ago at
yacht shows people said,
“Here’s that guy who
wants to put a submarine on your yacht.
Now they’re coming to
us”, said Patrick Lahey,
who cofounded Triton.
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Australian Discourse
Continues Unabated

“We will pay far too much for a
project that will do far too little.”

Changing The Channel But Not The
Country
The Government Agrees To Match
Funds In New HMAS AE1 Search

They could be talking about our own
Site ‘C’ Damn project, but no, it is still the
raging battle of words in Australia about
their submarine program.
And here you thought it was basically
all settled. Twelve modified Shortfin Barracuda block 1A boats built in Adelaide, SA in
a partnership between the RAN’s SEA 1000 Future
Submarine Program and the French firm DCNS.

The commitment is to a maximum of
$500,000 for a new search for the fabled
WWI submarine that was lost without a
trace off of then German held New
Guinea.
Find AE1 Limited is a private group
that, in cooperation with The Silentworld
Foundation, Australian National Maritime Museum and Fugro Survey, is renewing the search.

Well, though a deal was signed last December
(2016) , the matter still seems far from settled with,
frankly, opponents of the deal making some interesting points.
Time frame and cost seem to be the two primary objections, with a number of technical points
tossed in for good measure. Delivery of the first
Barracuda, a conventional boat based on the the
French nuclear version, would be in the 2030s with
the program running through the 2040s.
They
would be just shy of 320 feet long with a 4,000 displacement when dived; include stealth technology
and pump jet propulsion; with retracting hydroplanes and the most power sonar available for a
conventional boat (have you ever heard sonar described that wasn’t the most powerful?); tech insert
hatches for quick upgrades and it would allow Australia to join a very elite club (US, UK and France).

Senator Marise Payne, Minister for Defence, said:
“The mysterious loss of HMAS AE1 on
September 14th, 1914, with her 3 officers
and 32 men, is one of the world’s great
maritime mysteries and the story captivates that community.
This expedition will be one of the most
comprehensive searches for the submarine. We owe it to the men of AE1, their
descendants and the entire navy community to continue to look for those who
are forever on patrol.

They are also intending to build frigates for an
admitted $90 Billion over the next couple of decades.
The opposition continues to insist that the plan
be scrapped and restarted by purchasing off the
shelf boats from either Germany or France.
People are making a living off this argument.

We are also grateful for the Papua New
Guinean Government allowing the expedition in their waters.”

There have been several
searches conducted over the years.
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Taiwan Have Received
12 P-3C Orion Aircraft

The New Antisubmarine
Aircraft Replace Their Aging S-2T
Fleet
The P-3C Orion enjoys a wide acceptance in western aligned countries. It comes
equipped with torpedoes and depth bombs
designed to sink fast, deep-diving nuclear
submarines and high-performance surface
ships.
The eleven S
-2Ts they are replacing have been
in service for more
than forty years.
Taiwan’s Ministry of National
Defense describes
these aircraft as playing an essential role in their
defense against Chinese aggression.
The rapid pace of China’s modernization and expansion has Taiwan’s military working to bolster all
elements of its defensive systems.
A four-engine turboprop, The P-3C Orion is
an anti-submarine and maritime surveillance aircraft with multi-mission capabilities. It is equipped
with advanced submarine detection sensors and
an integrated avionics system and carries a mixed
payload of weapons internally and on its wings.

Britain’s Nine MPAs
Start Arriving in 2020
They have been without Maritime
Patrol Aircraft entirely since 2010.
In the time honored traditions of politics
the British opposition parties vociferously
expressed their incredulity and outrage
when Canada and US had to be asked to
loan maritime patrol aircraft and crews in
attempts to track down a Russian submarine lurking in home waters, or, as some papers called it, ’the hunt for red submarine in October’.
As part of the 2010 austerity program the
RAF’s Nimrod maritime surveillance aircraft were
decommissioned.
The Opposition, of course,
called it David Cameron swinging the austerity axe.
While there have long been promises that 9
P8 Poseidon's, adapted from Boeings’ 737, like
the USN plane below, the projected delivery date
of 2024 for all nine seemed to catch a lot of folks,
including TheUpdate, by surprise.
MP Martin Docherty-Hughes, who sits on the
Commons Defence Committee pointed out that the
Russian submarine incursions into the waters off
the west coast of Scotland appear to have reached
levels not seen since the Cold War.
“In the last few years, we’ve seen American, Canadian, French and Norwegian MPAs in
UK airspace to pick up the slack - a trend that’s
only likely to continue”, he added. “It highlights
the madness of Liam Fox’s (Britain’s Minister of
Defence in 2010) decisions”.
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The old adage
says when your
troops
notice
that what you
say and what
you do don’t
align, they stop
listening to what
you say and
only watch what
you do.

Our good friend and shipmate Ed Falstrem
has been making noises for some time now that
he’s going to retire again. We did notice, at one
point, that though Jennifer’s voice was mute while
Ed was explaining, her eyes were not.
So it was not really a surprise when talking to
Ed recently to learn that that he has bought a second embroidery stitching machine (his old one that
isn’t really all that old already has 52,000,000
stitches, and counting).
It seems that he now has a License Agreement with the RCMP to market
products bearing their official
badge.
And, the Diesel Boats UK
Facebook group now has him doing badges of the RN diesel boats
from the early 60s through the
90s. Ed has a bit of an affinity as he served on five
of them during his decade of
gathering dits while on loan to
the RN.
He gets a lot of orders from
the US and … well all over, actually. Click on his website logo
below especially if you’ve a project in mind.

Russian Ship Transits
English Channel
Large
Antisubmarine
Warship Is Returning To North Sea
The Russian News Agency TASS reported the
Vice-Admiral Kulakov of their Northern
Fleet passed by Dover during the night of
Sunday, November 12th in adverse weather
conditions.
“Vessels of this class can weather the severest [sic] of storms and thanks to the crew’s
skills and professionalism, the ship is able to
be operated under any conditions”, TASS reports.
“Starting from late August until midOctober, the crew performed tasks in the
southern part of the Red Sea and in the Gulf of
Aden. Its key goal was to ensure Russia’s regular presence in the region and safeguard civilian navigation”. Heading west and north through
the Mediterranean she stopped in Salalu, Oman;
Alexandria, Eqypt; Limassol, Cyprus; and Lisbon,
Portugal.
Seen here on a five day visit to Portsmouth in 2012

She was commissioned in 1982 and went
in for a refit in 1991 that lasted eighteen years. By
2011 she conducted the first underway landing
tests for the then new Ka-52K helicopter.
She took part in the 70th anniversary commemorations of the Battle of the Atlantic in Liverpool in May 2013.
Albeit she will have been escorted during her
transit this week, a fact TASS didn’t mention.
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An Unconfirmed
Ethan Allen Story
His Response To
Being Taunted By
The British

An article about a
speech written for a
branch of the American Legion for this past Memorial Day by a former submarine commander caught
the wandering eye.
The theme that Captain Joe Skinner (Ret’d)
was emphasizing throughout his talk was that veterans generally have amazing stories, but … you
almost always have to draw them out.
During a thirty-one year career in the USN he
spent twenty in six nuclear attack submarines,
including command of the Los Angeles-class USS
Louisville (SSN-724). The rest of the time he did
other stuff, some of which, he assures, was quite
interesting.

“Don’t make my mistake.
Talk to the veterans in your
community.
However, you
will likely have to encourage
them to talk as these humble
men seldom brag”, he said.
But for having featured both of those MoH
winners in a recent issue of TheUpdate this piece
likely would have followed that thread.
Instead the thread of his final story got the attention. He finished the speech (which he wrote but
never gave due a scheduling conflict) with a story
about Ethan Allen, the scoundrel hero of the War
of Independence who, along with Benedict Arnold
had led the Green Mountain Boys to capture Fort
Ticonderoga.
Captain Skinner tells of how, when Allen returned to England after the war (he had been taken
to Britain near the beginning of the war as a prisoner
after being apprehended in a failed attempt to capture
Montreal):

Being a memorial day speech he chose to focus on submarine veterans of WWII.
“At that time, the submarine force consisted of only 2 percent of the Navy, but
it sank 54% of all Japanese merchant
ships. They also sank eight carriers, one
battleship, 13 cruisers, 38 destroyers
and 23 submarines. During the war, U.S.
submarines had the highest casualty
rate for a single branch of the service;
18% of all those who served on submarines died. ”
Editor’s Note: It would be interesting to compare statistics for the B-24 bomber crews,
whose losses were also staggering.

He then went on to tell the stories of two
Medal of Honor winners, George Street and
Richard (Dick) O’Kane. He’d met both but had
failed to use the chance to really talk to them and
draw them out.

… and the British made fun of him. One
day they put a picture of George Washington in an outhouse where Allen would
be sure to see it. He used the outhouse
but said nothing about the picture until
asked. He replied it was a very appropriate place for an Englishman to hang the
picture because ‘nothing will make an
Englishman shit poop so quick as the
sight of General Washington.’

Ethan Allen was truly an interesting character
so if you’re browsing on your computer sometime,
wondering where to go next, check out one more of
these: biography.com, history.com, thefamouspeople.com, revolutionary-war.net and/or the
old standby Wikipedia.
For USN submariner Medal of Honor winners
try quietwarriors, submarineforcemuseum or
worldwar2history
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Russian Accusations
Say India allowed US
team to tour submarine

A new Indian news outlet ThePrint as well as
The Times Of India report that a ‘massive’
controversy erupted in Russia over what
has proven to be ‘fake or possibly just erroneous news’.
The Russians accused the Indian
government of allowing a US Navy team
to visit the INS Chakra which is on a tenyear lease from Moscow. Turns out story may
have been generated when, a few months previously, when a team from UK based James Fischer
Defence were permitted access to examine compatibility with its submarine rescue systems.
India apparently two submarine rescue vessels from them in 2016 for deliver by 2018 for $273
million. All Indian submarines were inspected for
integration compatibility, including the INS Arihant.
The Papers report that Russia has been unhappy with India’s growing ties with the US since
they learned that a USN team is part of joint working group on aircraft carrier technology. Though
India has purchased the INS Vikramaditya, it
comes with proprietary technologies that Russia

Do you have a fire
extinguisher
in
your
home? If your answer is
no then all you have to do
is go out and buy one. The
model you buy today will not be subject to a recall. But buy one.
If, on the other hand, your answer is
‘YES’, as it should be, and you have not yet
checked it because of the recall notices that
have been getting a lot of press lately …
baaddd.
The thing about fire extinguishers is that when
you need it, you almost always REALLY need it.
And you really need it to work. You all know
this stuff. You are submariners so your inclination
should be to check and double check. And then
report to your current CO (your spouse) that you
have checked it.
These companies don’t issue a recall on a
whim so they need to be taken seriously.
The brand that is currently being recalled is
KIDDE. If yours is a Kidde, take it (or them) out
from wherever it (or they) is/are and sit down with it
in hand in front of your computer and check out
one of these websites; either Kidde or Government of Canada. There is lots of information that
will help you determine if your model is subject to
the recall and, if so, what you should do about it.

does not want shared.

And wives, here is the most important part:

MAKE SURE HE DOES IT!
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Polish Dive Team

Gertrude Check

Find British Submarine

USSVI Bremerton

A Polish dive team, searching
the North Sea for a lost WWII Polish submarine the
ORP Orzel (Eagle) discovered what is believed to
be the HMS Narwhal 140 miles east of Edinburgh
at a depth of 300+ feet.
The Narwhal (N45) was a Grampusclass mine-layer, launched in 1935, with a
crew of 59, twelve torpedoes, fifty mines and
a four inch deck gun.
On July 23rd, 1940 a German aircraft
radio transmission was intercepted reporting
that it was attacking a submarine in the area that
the Narwhal was patrolling. The Germans reported
it as the HMS Porpoise but that was proved to be
inaccurate when the Porpoise returned and the
Narwhal did not.
In November 1939 the Narwhal had made one
trip to Halifax, exercised with Canadian destroyers
and then was part of the escort for a convoy returning to Britain.
When Poland was invaded the damaged Orzel
fled north to neutral Estonia for repairs. When they
overstayed the 24 hours allowed under the Hague
Convention of 1907 because their captain was in
hospital the boat and crew were interned. However the crew overcame their guards, cut the lines
and headed out, raked by machine gun fire. They
did put the guards ashore in Sweden, with clothes,
money and food for their safe return home.
From this point the stories diverge. One version has them sunk during their escape run while
another has them making it safely to Scotland and
conducting patrols with the RN before being sunk.
Either way, she was sunk and as of late 2017 has
still not been found though dive teams are still looking. And reporting other submarines that they find
along the way.

Don ‘Red’ Bassler is a
very good friend of SAOC
West. He is also the base
Web Master and editor for
their Gertrude Check on-line newsletter, which
Don updates weekly. While the front page is
usually local base stuff, The Back Page has
articles that are worth checking out. This
issue features Part III of a ten part series
from the US Naval Institutes Proceedings
Magazine titled Leadership Is (all about) Listening First by Retired Vice Admiral A.H. Konetzni, Jr.
Another article quotes the former deputy chief
of mission at the North Korean Embassy in London, Thae Yong Ho, who defected in 2016, articulating his assertion that Information, not force,

can bring change in his former homeland.
The headline of yet another reads, Israel Is a
Military Superpower for This One Simple Reason. It asserts that it is their second strike capability based on nuclear deterrence.
The next article briefly talks about Germany
having trouble with its boats including the new U35 and then segues back to the Israeli purchase of
three German boats that had been on hold because of accusations of misdeeds in that holy land.
Apparently that contract has been conditionally unfrozen pending the outcome of ongoing investigations in Israel.
There is much more on the Gertrude
Check’s Back Page so check it out by clicking
here or their crest above, and then bookmark it
so you can easily return to it every week. Also,
send Don a note thanking him for diligently digging
out interesting articles and making them available.
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Police Continue To
Investigate in Israel
Prime Minister’s

Russians Launch
First Of New Series
The Prince (Knyaz)

Friends and Colleagues face Con-

Vladimir was launched Nov 17th

tinuing Police Interrogation

The first of the new fifth generation,
Borei II-class is expected to be formally
commissioned early in 2018.

News reports out of Israel in the last
few days describe how the “submarine affair” continues to develop with the police
continuing to bring people associated with
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s inner
circle for questioning.
The focus is still the multibillion dollar deal
with German shipbuilder ThyssenKrupp for the purchase of new submarines and patrol craft.
Haaretz News speculates that the continuing
arrests and interrogations could explain the aggressiveness of the PM’s Office, citing a public attack on Police Commissioner Roni Alsheich and
the number of draft amends on laws regarding investigation protocols being sponsored by lawmakers close to the PM.
The Prime Minister continues to vehemently
deny any wrong doing and has even used the term
‘fake news’. Regardless, the pressure does not
seem to be letting up.

It boasts several enhancements from
the previous generation including an additional four more missile launch tubes (for a
total of twenty) of Russia’s newest submarinelaunched ballistic missiles.
The first of five boats in the new class, they
are expected to replace the aging Delta and Typhoon-class subs.
.

North Korean Sub
Building Activity

Papers World Wide Report that the
DRNK Appear To Be Building A
Missile Launching Submarine
A US analysis of satellite images interpret the
shipyard activity that continues through this last
week as likely development of a new submersible
platform from which to launch missiles. Images
show sections of what are believed to be the hull of
fairly large boat.
38 North, a Washington based North Korean
monitoring project report that images taken as recently as November 5th over the Sinpo South Shipyard, suggest an ‘aggressive schedule’ to build its
first operational ballistic missile submarine.

PM Benjamin Netanyahu leaving the Rahav, the fifth
submarine, last year.
2016 Photo: Baz Ratner for Reuters

Also reported was the visit of a Chinese envoy
the week of November 20th. though qualifying ahy
optimism by noting that Kim Jung Un rarely meets
with foreign envoys and other dignitaries.
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Humanitarian Relief
For Hurricane Victims

Militaries Pitch In
As everyone knows, this
has been quite a summer,
weather wise. Devastating
hurricanes, ravaging centres from Texas to Florida
to various islands in the Caribbean, over and over
again.

testifies.
Makes one proud to have
been one of them and proud to
still be associated with them,
even in the minor ways in
which we are.
A very sincere Bravo Zulu to all of our sailors
and Air Force crews who helped.

Throughout that time the US Navy Top Stories
and Picture of The Day service have been sending
a near continuous stream of pictures and stories of
troops involved with helping. Ships, helicopters
and sailors and marines distributing supplies and
helping people in a myriad of ways. The top picture opposite is the USS Kearsarge returning to
Norfolk after more than two months of providing a
wide range of assistance.
And although the Canadian involvement wasn’t touted near as much, in fact could be rather
hard to find, they were there, as the picture of the
crew of the St. John’s loading supplies in Norfolk
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BBC Earth
Blue Planet II
Descend to find a
‘whale drop’ and are attacked
The BBC Earth Channel pursues stories about
our planet that their team think us viewers would
find interesting. One such pursuit to learn more
about how the marine ecosystem functions, took
them down +/- 2,300 feet off the Azores to what is
called a ‘whale fall’; the carcass
of a whale on the bottom, being
recycled.
In this particular case there
were a group of very large
sharks in a feeding frenzy (2)
attacking the carcass and each
other. As the mini-sub (1) got closer some of
these deep sea predators decided that this strange
thing might be completion for their buffet.
The sharks started investigating (3) and
bumping the sub, with increasing aggressiveness.
You can see that this guy in picture (4) hit them
hard enough to flatten his nose. He did not
seem to be inviting them to join the gang for lunch.
One of the team can be heard commenting
that he knows the sub is strong but he’s at least a
little bit worried.
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Ordered Sunk by
Bonaparte Himself
The USS Constitution nearly had an
ignoble ending.
A change of command, installing Cmdr. Nathaniel R. Shick as her 75th CO on Friday, November 3rd launched a flood of
reminiscing about the ship that is still
known as ‘Old Ironsides’
She was almost launched at high
tide in Boston Harbor in September,
1797, twice. But the ways had settled
during her construction due to her
weight and so the crowd, including the President who had
named her, George Washington, went away disappointed.

On July 17th the Constitution almost blundered
into a squadron of British
ships, thinking they were
the US squadron he was
endeavouring to rejoin.
They were becalmed during their efforts to get away and, at one
point, dumped 2,000 gallons of fresh
water overboard and put all boats in
the water to tow them with oardraulic
power. The British copied the maneuver, using the boats from the whole
squadron to tow but one of their ships
and nearly overcame the Constitution,
but even in those days, nearly didn’t
sink ships.
A month later, on the
afternoon of August 19th, the
Constitution sighted and
bore down on the HMS
Guerriere, a 38-gun frigate
that had been captured from
the French Navy.

A month later, on the 21st
of October, with the new moon
influencing a higher than normal
tide and ways that had been
built up to a steeper angle, she
launched flawlessly, albeit to a
much smaller crowd.
The Naval Act of 1794 authorized the construction of six
frigates and the Constitution
was the third. Though the normal complement was 44 guns she and her sisters
often carried 50 or more.
Displacing 2,200 tons she is just over 300 ft
bowsprit to spanker and 175 at the waterline. Her
mainmast towers 220 feet while the foremast is just
shy of 200 and mizzen just over 170 feet.
There are a number of variations of the story of
her acquiring the nickname ‘Ironsides’ but the one
that seems to make the most sense is that of one of
her crew commenting during the war of 1812.

Early in the battle while
the two ships were standing
off, lobbing cannon balls at
each other from a distance,
the Guerriere was taking the
worst of it with one or more of
her cannon balls literally
bouncing off the more heavily planked sides of
the Constitution. It was during this encounter that
one the Constitution’s crewmen shouted:

"Huzza, her sides are made of iron!" And
with that her nickname was born.
During the fierce battle that ensued the
Guerriere lost her mizzenmast which fell to starboard, towards the Constitution, and acted like a
rudder, dragging her around and allowing her foe
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to cross in front of her, loosing another broadside
which brought down the main yard. They became
entangled, mustered boarding parties, kind of like
Pirates of the Caribbean, only in real life. The
broke off and when the Constitution returned to reengage, the Guerriere fired one canon away from
the Constitution. Sending a boarding party to enquire if that were truly the case Captain James R.
Dacres is reported to have replied to the
Lieutenant: "Well, Sir, I don't know. Our

worked down. A fifth-rate frigate was not generally considered a ship
of the line but they were considered very useful for patrol, especially to
disrupt enemy shipping because their size they were quite speedy and
relatively very nibble.

mizzen mast is gone, our fore and main
masts are gone - I think on the whole you
might say we have struck our flag”.

When Dacres arrived onboard the
Constitution, it’s Commander, Isaac
Hull, told him that he would not accept a sword in
surrender from a man who had fought so gallantly.
He also required the return of Captain Dacres’
mother’s bible.

Proving that even serendipity can
have a moody day now and then, at the
very time that Captain Hull should have
been reaping his rewards, his brother
died, leaving him duty-bound to support
his widow and children. He managed to arrange a
switch in command with Captain William Bainbridge who was then commander of the Boston Navy Yard.

Dacres was somewhat astonished to find that
a significant number of the Constitution’s crew
were British seamen. In return, Hull was surprised
that Dacres had allowed the Guerriere’s ten impressed Americans to stay below rather than having to fight their own countrymen.

Bainbridge went on to a career
of some renown including a commissioner of the Navy; three USN ships have been
named after him and a host of geographical sites,
including the island in Puget Sound, the south end
of which lies between Bremerton and Seattle.

Hull wanted to tow the Guerriere into Boston
Harbor but by the next morning it was apparent
that was not going to be possible so they lit it on
fire and she literally blew up a short time later.
While Captain Dacres was court-martialled
after his release through a prisoner exchange, it
was found that due to all of the circumstances he
was justified in surrendering his ship to save the
lives of his remaining crew. The loss of his one fifth
-rate ship from a fleet of over 600 was not considered a mater of major consequence. Especially
compared to the American ‘fleet’ of warships which
at the time numbered less than two dozen. He was
later given command of another fifth-ratenote #1 the
38-gun HMS Tiber.

In another of those ‘Things Spotted’ moments, one article pointed out that Paul Revere,
the original ‘Rider In The Night’, had supplied all
of the copper fittings for the Constitution. The
more research undertaken the more it came clear
that old Paul was not just a human alarm who did a
bit of jewelry on the side. He may have started as
a silversmith and engraver but during his eightyfour year lifetime he created many technological
developments and was a major and important
manufacturer with many businesses.

When Captain Hull reached Boston ten days
later, news of his victory worked wonders for
American morale, especially American seafarers,
as the Guerriere had been one of the most active
Royal Navy ships, regularly stopping and
searching American merchant vessels.

As an example of his natural artisanship, in
the late 1760s with anti-British sentiment on the
rise, Revere produced political cartoons printed
from engraved copper plates, his first encounter

Note #1 The rating system started at 1 for major ships of the line and
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with copper. He made plates to illustrate books
andmagazines as well as promissory
notes for what became the State of Massachusetts. He was a participant in the
Boston Tea Party and when there was a
shortage of gun powder during the Revolutionary War he learned how to make it
and then set up gunpowder mills.
He cast cannons from
iron and brass for the army
and after the war he built a
furnace to make copper and
copper alloy nails, spikes,
bolts and other fittings for American ships, replacing iron fittings that rusted very easily.
He produced the first rolled copper sheets in
the US, becoming the biggest producer of copper
in the US. Copper sheathing not only prolonged
the life of vessels, preventing barnacles to grow on
the hull, but it literally allowed them to sail faster.
The process for casting bells
with good tonal quality was another
secret retained in England. Revere
found two chaps with experience
and in 1792 cast the first of 398 in
his lifetime. Many of those bells are
still in use today, including his largest and last, this 2,437 pounder
hanging in Kings Chapel in Boston.
The bell that he cast for the USS Constitution
was blown away during the encounter with the
HMS Guerriere so the one below is a replica.
The modern method of
producing copper sheathing
had been developed in England in 1787, and they were
not sharing. As a consequence all copper sheathing
had to be imported. However,
by 1800, at sixty-five years of age, old Paul had

figured it out and was in production by October
1801. He could supply the US Navy with
quality sheathing by refining 1,800 lbs of
copper at one time using only wood for
fuel. He also supplied 7,675 lbs of sheathing and another 789 lbs of nails (at a cost
of $4,232) for the roof of the State House
in Boston that lasted 100 years. And the
dome of New York’s City Hall was covered with
Paul Revere copper.
Finally, harking back to the heading that suggested that the USS Constitution was nearly sunk
by Bonaparte.
Throughout her history the USS Constitution
has struggled to survive. But the closest she ever
came was in 1905 when Secretary of the Navy,
Charles Joseph Bonaparte was assessing the
fleet and pronounced that while she may be called
’Old Ironsides’ she was in such a poor state of
repair that the only thing to do was to tow her out
into the open ocean and use her as
a target until she sunk.
He apparently was not anticipating the hew and cry that decision
generated. The uproar started in
Boston but spread across the country until, eventually, Congress authorized $100,000 for repairs. That,
of course, wasn’t nearly enough and so she has
gone from crisis to crisis until today, at two hundred
and twenty years old she is in museum quality
shape, still able raise sails and cast off her lines.
The thing is though that 80 to 85 percent of her has
been replaced over the last couple of centuries.
But damn she looks good and is the oldest
sea worthy ship still in commission in anyone’s
navy. The HMS Victory has actually been in commission longer, but she was been permanently
moored in Portsmouth’s No2 dry dock since 1922.
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Some things never change
Yet … some things do.
SUNDAY

To absent friends

MONDAY

To our ships at sea

TUESDAY

To our men

WEDNESDAY

To ourselves

THURSDAY

A bloody war
or sickly season

FRIDAY

A willing foe and
sea room

SATURDAY

Our wives and
sweethearts
(May they never meet)

In 2013 Britain’s Second Sea Lord Vice Admiral David Steel ordered changes to a couple of the
traditional toasts.
Thereineverafter the toast for Tuesday would
be to“Our Sailors”, an acknowledgment that
the Navy, for at least a couple of years now, has
included female sailors.
And Saturday’s was changed to the safer
and, alright, the more appropriate toast for today’s
modern man, “Our Families” with, probably
not surprisingly, that humorous little tag line being
dropped completely.
Not that we had ever heard the expression in
the RCN.
This wee bit of nostalgic
memory mining updated was
brought to us from these
friends of sailors, past and present and future, Pusser’s Rum.
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USS O'Kane

2018, A Year Of Gatherings

The USN email release read: PEARL HARBOR,
Hawaii (NNS) -- The guided-missile destroyer USS
O'Kane (DDG 77) departed Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam for an independent deployment to the
Western Pacific, Nov. 3rd.

For the majority of us, the Gathering that
counts is the combined Okanagan/Rainbow 50th
anniversary celebration of the commissioning of
both boats: June 22nd, 1968 for the Okanagan and
December 2nd for the Rainbow. As Lloyd mentioned in his ‘All Around Look’, the Gathering will
be held at the Grand Pacific Hotel, November 2nd
to 4th.
A case was made to hold it somewhat earlier
because of the risk of snow for those coming from
afar but, sorry to say, that advocacy was not successful.

The first thing that struck the old timer’s eye
was the channel that this Arleigh Burke-class destroyer is transiting as there are lots of memories
moving through that same narrow gap. In fact a
picture of the Rainbow leaving is still hanging.

The second thing that attracted the eye was
the ship’s name. In fact, it may well have been the
name before the picture.
Now you can’t argue that it would be a great
honor to have a warship commissioned with your
name and I bet Dick O’Kane would feel that way
about this 500+ foot, 9,000 ton ship with a crew
numbering just under 300 and a motto of ’A Tradition Of Honor’. She’s closing in on twenty years
old (commissioned in October ‘99) but is still looking like an impressive warship.
But, with all due respect, how do you give the
name of one of the most famous, if not the most
famous, submariners of WWII and well beyond to a
skimmer? One man’s opinion but that seems just
fundamentally wrong.
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Cont’d

The Argonaut and George Washington Carver Crews Also Gather

Can’t really tell if this was photo
shopped but it is supposedly a walrus
napping on the casing of a Russian sub.

Like the crews of many US submarines, the
crews of these two boats have been holding biannual reunions for many years. Living in Virginia
Beach, Keith Nesbit quite regularly attends the Argonaut reunions and
every time he holds out
hope that some of us will
come down to join them.
I know that John and
Hilary Hansen drove
down there four years
ago and reported that
they’d had a marvellous
time. There may have
been one or two others over time, but not many.
We always use the excuse that it is a long way to
go but then are delighted when former shipmates
make the trip out here for one of our events.
For the moment just be aware that we are invited and if you are interested please CLICK HERE
and we’ll promptly forward the information to you.
As in the past we have again invited them up here
but, you know, it is a long way to go.
And we have previously talked about
the George Washington Carver SSBN-656
upcoming reunion in
Seattle in September.
Continuing their tradition of doing interesting things, they’ve arranged
tours of both Bangor and Bremerton and a talk
from the vets that care for their dolphin crew. Their
keynote speaker will be ComSubPac who started
his submarine career on the GWC. They have also
invited Lloyd Barnes and Paul Hansen down to
participate. Should be fun.
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Tracking Subs
From The Office
Technology Keeps
On Stretching The
Envelope
San Clemente Island is just shy of 80 miles
west and slightly north of San Diego. West of there
is the Southern California Offshore Range.
In mid-October tests were conducted that included a General Atomics Aeronautical Systems
Inc (GA-ASI) MQ-9 Predator (the B model), a Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) [pictured].

The MQ-9 Remotely Piloted Aircraft is shown
below along with the GA-ASI's new Advanced
Cockpit Ground Control Station (GCS).
They have a whole page of features to convince that this is a must have station including Human-centered display technology, Enhanced Situational Awareness, and Ergonometric design with
Touch-screen technology and HOTAS control stick.
(that would be F16/35 inspired Hands On Throttle And Stick ).
All great stuff but what is up with there being
no cup holder.
They also hope a long list of countries will
retro-fit it into their systems.

The Predator was carrying equipment packed
with new software, provided by General Dynamics
Mission Systems-Canada, that up-loaded data
gathered from sonobuoys that were tracking underwater targets. The data were processed on board
the MQ-9 and then relayed to the ground control
station, several hundred miles away, via satcom.
The test was hailed by Linden Blue, CEO, GAASI as demonstrating the ability of a RPA, in this
case the MQ-9, to detect submarines and provide
persistent tracking.
This MQ-9 was also equipped with GA-ASI’s
Lynx® Multi-mode Radar with Maritime Wide-area
Search (MWAS), which detects maritime surface
targets over a wide area with Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) for target classification.
The aircraft’s Electro-optical/Infrared (EO/IR),
high-definition Full-motion Video (FMV) camera
supports the identification of surface vessels.
These sensor contacts are correlated with the
Automatic Identification System (AIS) to verify target identity. Additionally, the MQ-9 can be fitted
with a centerline pod that can house a longerrange, 360-degree field of regard maritime surface
search radar for enhanced surveillance over water.

Danish Sub Builder
Charges to be laid this
month
For those interested in
this type of only vaguely related to submarines story you can CLICK HERE
for an update. Frankly, we’re not.
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Eulogy for Canada's Unknown Soldier Cont’d
Was it the Prairies whose rolling sinuous
curves recall a certain kind of eternity. Was he
someone who loved our lakes and knew them from
a canoe. Was he someone who saw the whales at
the mouth of the Saguenay. Was he someone
who hiked in the Rockies or went sailing in the Atlantic or in the Gulf Islands. Did he have brown
eyes. Did he know what it was to love someone
and be loved back. Was he a father who had not
seen his child. Did he love hockey? Did he play
defence. Did he play football? Could he kick a
field goal. Did he like to fix cars? Did he dream of
owning a Buick. Did he read poetry. Did he get
into fights. Did he have freckles. Did he think nobody understood him. Did he just want to go out
and have a good time with the boys.
We will never know the answers to these questions. We will
never know him. But we come today to do him honour as someone
who could have been all these
things and now is no more. We who
are left have all kinds of questions
that only he could answer. And we,
by this act today, are admitting with
terrible finality that we will never
know those answers.
We cannot know him. And no
honour we do him can give him the
future that was destroyed when he
was killed. Whatever life he could
have led, whatever choices he
could have made are all shuttered.
They are over. We are honouring
that unacceptable thing – a life
stopped by doing one's duty. The end of a future,
the death of dreams.
Yet we give thanks for those who were willing
to sacrifice themselves and who gave their youth
and their future so that we could live in peace. With
their lives they ransomed our future.

We have a wealth of witnesses in Canada to
describe to us the unspeakable horror and frightening maelstrom that war brings. What that first World
War was like has been described in our poetry,
novels and paintings. Some of our greatest artists
came out of that conflict, able to create beauty out
of the hell that they had seen.
The renowned member of the Group of
Seven, F.H. Varley, was one of those artists. Writing in April 1918 he said, "You in Canada ... cannot
realize at all what war is like. You must see it and
live it. You must see the barren deserts war has
made of once fertile country ... see the turned-up
graves, see the dead on the field, freakishly mutilated – headless, legless, stomachless, a perfect
body and a passive face and a broken empty skull
– see your own countrymen, unidentified, thrown
into a cart, their coats over them,
boys digging a grave in a land of
yellow slimy mud and green pools
of water under a weeping sky. You
must have heard the screeching
shells and have the shrapnel fall
around you, whistling by you –
seen the results of it, seen scores
of horses, bits of horses lying
around in the open – in the street
and soldiers marching by these
scenes as if they never knew of
their presence. Until you've lived
this ... you cannot know."
It is a frightening thing for human beings to think that we could
die and that no one would know to
mark our grave, to say where we
had come from, to say when we
had been born and when exactly we died. In honouring this unknown soldier today, through this funeral and this burial, we are embracing the fact of
the anonymity and saying that because we do not
know him and we do not know what he could have
become, he has become more than one body,
more than one grave. He is an ideal. He is a symbol of all sacrifice. He is every soldier in all our
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wars.
Our veterans, who are here with us today,
know what it is to have been in battle and to have
seen their friends cut down in their youth. That is
why remembrance is so necessary and yet so difficult. It is necessary because we must not forget
and it is difficult because the pain is never forgotten.
And the sense of loss, what this soldier's family must have felt is captured in a poem by Jacques
Brault, the Quebec poet who lost his brother in Sicily in the Second World War, and wrote Suite Fraternelle,
I remember you my brother Gilles lying forgotten in the earth of Sicily … I know now that
you are dead, a cold, hard lump in your throat
fear lying heavy in your belly I still hear your
twenty years swaying in the blasted July weeds
… There is only one name on my lips, and it is
yours Gilles You did not die in vain Gilles and
you carry on through our changing seasons
And we, we carry on as well, like the laughter
of waves that sweep across each tearful cove …
Your death gives off light Gilles and illuminates
a brother's memories … The grass grows on
your tomb Gilles and the sand creeps up And
the nearby sea feels the pull of your death You
live on in us as you never could in yourself. You
are where we will be you open the road for us.

We are now able to understand what was written in 1916 by the grandson of Louis Joseph Papineau, Major Talbot Papineau, who was killed two
years later: "Is their sacrifice to go for nothing or
will it not cement a foundation for a true Canadian
nation, a Canadian nation independent in thought,
independent in action, independent even in its political organization – but in spirit united for high international and humane purposes ...".
The wars fought by Canadians in the
20 century were not fought for the purpose of uniting Canada, but the country that emerged was
forged in the smithy of sacrifice. We will not forget
that.
th

This unknown soldier was not able to live out
his allotted span of life to contribute to his country.
But in giving himself totally through duty, commitment, love and honour he has become part of us
forever. As we are part of him.

[interpretation of original French poem]

When a word like Sicily is heard, it reverberates with all the far countries where our youth died.
When we hear Normandy, Vimy, Hong Kong, we
know that what happened so far away, paradoxically, made our country and the future of our society. These young people and soldiers bought our
future for us. And for that, we are eternally grateful.
Whatever dreams we have, they were shared
in some measure by this man who is only unknown
by name but who is known in the hearts of all Canadians by all the virtues that we respect – selflessness, honour, courage and commitment.
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DNA Matching Process

The Hunley Artifacts Cont’d
What gave the Hunley and other rebel submarines their lethal punch wasn’t a torpedo in the
modern sense at all, but rather a contact mine at-

Identifying the Hunley’s crew had long been a
priority for the archeological team.
Warren Lasch, chairman of Friends of the
Hunley, said. "Before the DNA match, our only
tools in identifying the Hunley crew for their burial
was the archaeological, forensic and genealogical
data,"
In 2001, once the crew's remains were excavated from the submarine, Hunley scientists sent

tached to a long boom that extending forward.
Invented by one E.C. Singer of the same family that pioneered the sewing machine, the bomb
was designed to attach to the hull of an enemy
vessel by way of a sharpened barb. Once affixed to
the target, the attacking craft would pull back to a
safe distance and then detonate the charge by way
of a length of unspooling cable attached to a trigger. Before sinking the USS Housatonic, the
weapon would first be used less successfully in
1863 by the rebel sub David, with which Hunley
was also involved, against the USS New Ironsides.
A two minute video of a modern day test of the
Hunley torpedo explosion can be seen at this Naval History and Heritage Command website. Click
the picture below and scroll down.

samples of each crew member to the Joint POW/
MIA Accounting Command in Hawaii, where the
samples were selected for DNA analysis. From
there, the samples were sent to the Armed Forces
DNA Identification Laboratory (AFDIL). They extracted mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from the samples and laser scanned the DNA sequences, then
waited for the Hunley scientific team to locate DNA
samples from potential descendants to cross reference in hopes of making a match.
AFDIL Supervisory Analyst and Hunley DNA
team leader, Jackie Raskin-Burns explained, "...
mtDNA identification can only be done through direct maternal descendants.
After extensive historical research, forensic
genealogist Linda Abrams was able to locate a maternal descendant allowing Raskin-Burns’ team to
perform mtDNA typing. It was consistent with 2 I/C
Joseph Ridgaway, in the number seven crank position.
"It is a marvel of modern science that after 140
years we can give these eight crewmen of the
Hunley a personal identification through facial reconstructions, genealogy and DNA analysis," said
said Dr. Robert Neyland, Underwater Archaeology
Branch, NHC. "I am very proud that the Department of Defense, Department of the Navy, and AFDIL could make this happen through their sponsorship of the Hunley project and utilizing technologies
developed for the military."
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A Few Of The Hunley Artifacts
April 27, 2001 A Union ID Tag
In April, 2001, a Union identification tag was discovered on the Confederate submarine, opening
the door to much speculation. The tag bears the

safely returned to Chamberlin’s family after the
war.
Dixon’s Jewelry
The gold ring holds 9
diamonds all together weighing approximately 1 carat.
The gold brooch has 37
small diamonds amounting
to about 2 carats. The diamond jewelry would have been extremely valuable, particularly during
war time, meaning he could have
been carrying them for safekeeping.
Buttons

name Ezra Chamberlin with the 7th Connecticut Infantry. The mystery became more intriguing
when scientists learned Chamberlin’s body was not
at the site in Connecticut where a headstone commemorates his life.

Two small Navy buttons with fouled-anchor
motif found in Arnold Becker’s position.
Gold Pocket Watch

Did Ezra switch sides or was he a Union spy? Was
he a prisoner of war forced to help power the dangerous submarine? Ultimately, this mystery was
solved when DNA identification with a descendant
confirmed the crewmember wearing the ID tag was
not Pvt. Chamberlin of Connecticut, but Joseph
Ridgaway of Maryland.
Both gentlemen fought—on opposing sides—at the
battle on Morris Island in 1863. Records indicate
Chamberlin died at this battle, body unrecovered.
The ID tag could have been a battlefield souvenir
or may have been given to Ridgaway so it could be

When Hunley Commander Lt. George Dixon’s
pocket watch was discovered during excavation,
archaeologists were eager to open it and learn the
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time displayed on the dial in hopes it would provide
an important clue in their efforts to solve the mystery of the Hunley’s disappearance. However, the
study of the watch needed to be closely coordinated with conservators to ensure the watch was
not damaged.
“Dixon’s gold pocket watch is a perfect example of the need for collaboration between archaeologists and conservators,” said Hunley Project Senior Conservator
Paul Mardikian.
A detailed x-ray
analysis was conducted before the artifact was touched. The
watch’s gold casing
was relatively easy to stabilize. But its internal
movement and time display were a different story.
They are made of a variety of materials — including steel, paint, porcelain, and brass — all of which
required different and very specific conservation
treatments.
Given the complexity of the watch’s design,
conservators decided the best approach was to
disassemble it and preserve each section separately. Dissecting the small watch proved extraordinarily difficult.
“Conserving the pocket watch was like brain
surgery. It required a good plan and steady hands,”
Mardikian said.
First, the crystal face was removed and the
time dial separated from the movement. Next, all of
the tiny items were conserved one by one, and
then re-assembled with extraordinary precision.
Crew Bench
The bench the crew sat on while cranking
the Hunley into world history was removed from the
submarine in 2005 and is composed of three
one-inch pine boards, measuring approximately 18

feet long combined. The wood was waterlogged
and heavily stained with corrosion. Examination
revealed that the bench was originally painted
white, a rare find on wood in this condition. One of
the most difficult technical challenges faced by the
conservators was finding the right balance between
the removal of iron stains and the preservation of
the remnants of the original paint.
The treatment of the bench was a lengthy
process that included cleaning to remove surface
dirt. Then, it was soaked for several years in Polyethylene
Glycol
(PEG), a synthetic,
water-soluble wax.
During the conservation process, the
wax slowly permeated and provided
support to the degraded wood cells so they could
undergo freeze-drying, the critical final step in the
conservation process. The bench was dried at the
Maryland Archaeological Conservation Lab at the
Jefferson Patterson Park and Museum, which has
a much larger freeze-dryer than the Hunley lab.
During the final stages of drying, which took approximately one month, the wood lost about 50
percent of its waterlogged weight.
Now complete, amazing details such as possible textile imprints left by a crew member’s pants
when the paint was still fresh were preserved.
Oil Can
The Hunley was a metal submarine with dozens of moving parts that were regularly submerged
in saltwater. Flash rusting was a constant threat
and the machinery needed to remain well lubricated to operate properly. This made the oilcan
found in the crew compartment a necessary maintenance tool.
When conservators began work on the oilcan,
the spout and well (or canister) were held together
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only by a thick layer of concretion. They detached
the two pieces, and were amazed to find the well
still held oil from the 19th century.
The spout and well were
both made of brass, meaning
conservators could use the
same treatment for each section. They selected an electrochemical technique, which is
a safe and time-proven method to
remove unwanted debris from the surface
of metallic artifacts.
Once completed, conservators
reattached the spout to the well, restoring it as closely as possible to its
original appearance. the once unrecognizable oilcan is now a stunning example of the magic of conservation.
Suspender Clasp
The silver suspender clasps found with
Dixon’s remains are yet another example of his
preference for luxury items. For archaeologists, the
suspenders were
an exciting find
since they taught
us much about
Dixon’s personality
and station in life.
But Mardikian had
a hard time mustering the same enthusiasm.
“The submarine’s environment while lost at sea left
no chance for silver to survive. The metal severely corrodes and becomes a
mineralized material encased by concretion, leaving us with only a ghost of an artifact. The silver
suspenders, or rather what is left of them, were an
absolute nightmare to conserve.”

To explain the complications his team faced,
Mardikian offers an interesting analogy. Envision
taking an egg, draining the interior yolk, and then
dipping the hollow shell in cement. Give it several
days to dry in the sun. “Now, try to imagine removing the cement casing without breaking the
egg shell. Then, think about trying to do it by hand. That is basically what we were facing.”
Working under a microscope,
conservators slowly removed the
layer of concretion surrounding the suspenders
with a hand-held instrument dentists often use to
drill cavities. The painstaking work was slow and
stressful. One slip of the hand could destroy an irreplaceable piece of history. Fortunately, they were
able to safely complete the delicate project.
Pocket Knife
Dixon was a
man of at least
moderate
wealth,
and carried with him many treasures. Among them
was a $20 dollar gold piece, diamond jewelry, and
what initially appeared to be a silver and antler
pocketknife. At first, conservators were surprised
that silver — a valuable metal during the Civil
War— survived so well in the submarine.
Since the knife is a composite artifact
(meaning it is made of numerous materials), conservators used a portable XRF analyzer to help
identify the composition of each element before
planning a way to preserve it. The scanner detected only copper and nickel at the sections that
looked like silver. Commonly referred to as German Silver, this alloy was durable and cheaper
than real silver. Archaeologists speculate Dixon, a
man of refined tastes, was perhaps unaware his
handy pocketknife was not made of genuine silver.
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before they are treated, but conservators feared
disassembly of the knife would destroy it. Instead,
they took a holistic approach and preserved it in
one piece. Though the conservation process was
difficult, the final result is stunning. The knife has
nearly the same appearance it had when Dixon
carried it aboard the submarine in 1864.
Other Artifacts
Bandana #1 before and #2 after. By working
closely with Mary Ballard, Senior Textile Conservat or
for
The
Sm ith son ian
In st itu tion ,
the Hunley team was able to beautifully conserve
this silk bandana worn around the neck of crewmember James Wicks.
Canteen #3. Eight canteens were found onboard the Hunley. Though many have speculated
they held “liquid courage” to help the crew handle
such dangerous and cramped conditions, archaeologists say that is very unlikely. Cranking the submarine was grueling work and the crew would have
needed to stay hydrated to perform their duties.
Chances are, the canteens all held water. At most,
one was perhaps filled with spirits for celebratory
toast in anticipation of a successful mission.
The canteen featured here is possibly the
most intact and still holds portions of the cork and
rope carrying strap. It was found underneath the
crew bench and heavily fused to the hull, causing
the canteen to eventually be removed from the
submarine in two pieces.
Since it was made of tinplate, rope and cork,
the canteen represented a difficult challenge for
conservators and it was decided to preserve the
object as it was found in its concretion. In what
ended up being a two year process, the metal was
conserved using a chemical compatible
with the cork and rope. Finally, the object was
placed in a domestic freezer for about two more
years to let the rope and cork dry very slowly.
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Facial Reconstruction
Currently, there are no known photographs of
the
early
submarine
pioneers
that
manned the Hunley. In order to put a face on
their contribution to maritime history,
the Hunley Project created visual reconstructions
of the crew in preparation for their burial in 2004.

nose. For example, an upturned nasal spine suggests a pug nose and a down-turned spine suggests a hook nose.

Each skull was cast and the cast served
as the foundation that defined the shape of
the face. Forensic information was also incorporated about each crewmember’s age, gender,
and injuries, such as a healed fracture of the nose.
Next, clay was overlaid onto the cast of
the skull to reflect the overall shape of the
face, including the forehead, prominence of the
brow ridges, profile and outline of the jaw.
When the information was not available
from surviving military records, hair, eye and skin
color were left to the interpretation of the forensic artist. For a few Hunley crewmembers, hair
color was able to be determined from military records.

Hair, eye and skin color were left to the interpretation of the forensic artist. For a few of
the Hunley crewmembers, hair color was able to be
accurately determined by preserved hair recovered
from the submarine.

Twenty-one depth markers were attached to
each skull cast at specific locations as a means of
estimating average facial thicknesses.
Clay was overlaid onto the cast of the skull to
reflect the overall shape of the face, including the
forehead, profile and outline of the jaw.
The forensic artist added lines such as crow’s feet
and smile creases to reflect the crewmember’s age
range as determined by the forensic analysis.
The width of the mouth was approximated by
measuring the distance between the canine teeth.
The thickness of the lips was estimated by
measuring the distance between the upper and
lower central incisors at the location where the
tooth meets the gum.
The shape of the nasal spine helped determine the configuration of the lower portion of the
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10 Internet Story Verification Sites
1: Snopes

6: Hoax-Slayer

Who hasn't heard of Snopes? This is the granddaddy of
all fact-checking sites. Some of the worst chain
spams even quote Snopes with an embedded link to
give their email an added level of authenticity. Of
course, Snopes has been known to be wrong and has
changed its listings on several occasions. It has also
become commercialized over the years, but it's still a
very complete site.

Brett Christensen's Hoax-Slayer morphed from a Yahoo
group to a Web site in 2003. You can search the site,
browse by category, subscribe to a newsletter for the
latest info, or get a quick roundup of the latest hoaxes
and scams by visiting the Hoax-Slayer Nutshell page.
The site is thorough and up to date. One particularly
interesting feature is its True Emails page, which lists
circulating emails that actually are legit (albeit misleading in some cases) despite their hoax-y appearance.

2: About Urban Legends
This About.com subsite has been hosted for 10 years
by David Emery, and he has done a great job. He is
passionate about finding and debunking all those rumors, myths, pranks, and odd stories. I have found
lately that I am referring more people to his site than
Snopes because I like the format better. The site also
shows up in more Google searches than the others, indicating that the content is well linked and used.

3: Break The Chain
In 1999, John Ratliff was annoyed that he kept receiving the same chain spams forwarded to him over and
over. I have been just as annoyed for just as long, but
he did something about it. Like most of these sites,
John has plenty of healthy advertisements but no popups. His site is getting more professional looking all the
time. He is also frequently cited by the media when
looking for an authoritative source on these stupid chain
mails.

4: TruthOrFiction.com
This excellent site, founded by Rich Buhler in 1999, offers information on "eRumors," hoaxes, requests for
help, and other items circulated via email. You can
search for a story, browse through categories such as
Food-Drink, Warnings, and eRumors in the News, view
the top 20 stories of the hour, and subscribe to its email
alerts (for a very modest price).

5: Sophos
This antivirus company keeps a small list of hoaxes and
urban legends, but it is not nearly as complete as the
sites at the top of this list. Their focus is more on virus
hoaxes — you know, the ones that scream that you will
wipe your hard drive and melt the motherboard if you
open the suspect email.

7: VMyths
Well referenced by specialists in the computer security
field, VMyths takes Internet hoaxes and chain letters to
a new level. If you want to read what the real experts
have to say about Internet hoaxes, virus scares, myths,
and legends, get it from Rob Rosenberger at VMyths.
Unfortunately, its lists are not comprehensive.

8. Symantec
I have a love-hate affair with Symantec. I use its products, but I've been burned by them several times lately.
That's a story for another post. Its hoax list is pretty
good but seems a little dated. Maybe that's because
most hoaxes today are really recycled from earlier
hoaxes.

9:Hoax Busters
Not to be confused with the U.S. Department of Energy's now-defunct hoaxbusters.ciac.org, Hoax Busters
offers The BIG LIST of Internet Hoaxes — an alphabetized list of urban legends, scams, chain letters, and
hoaxes. This is handy if you just want to quickly look up
an item to see if it's on the list (although you have to
figure out the most likely keyword for an item to find its
listing). Items that require a little explanation are presented as clickable links, which open a window with additional info.

10: Virus Busters
This is a short list from the University of Michigan of
hoaxes and legends that keep coming back. Like the
UofM, I have not seen many new hoaxes lately — they
are almost all repackaged oldies. The list is not intended to be comprehensive but is a good reference
point for what you will see on a regular basis.
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